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AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Brother Albert M. Gallegos, 0.8.11., waa born in Belen,

a town 1n soutl\,.stem .e" Mex1co, on July 11, 1936.
recelvlng bJ.s
~or

pr~

After

educatlon in .elen, he entered

~

sea1nary of the Servlte Fathers at 81l1s1de, Illinois,

where he COIIplet.ed his high school stuc11es.

The flrst two

years after graduation fra. the JUDOr s8ll1n&ry found h1a
pursuing his first year of college work and a year of JIoYitlate at Mount Salnt PbJ.lllp College 1ft Milwaukee.
his stay in Milwaukee, he traveled to

our

Pollowing

Lacly of Benbur'b

Priory, Benburb, CO\1Dty Tyrone, Rortbem Ireland, for two
.ore years of coll.,e study wi til an ...,hUls on philosophy.
81s flnal year of undergraduate studle. waa taken at Loyola
Unlversity froa which he recelved an A.B. with a doUble
_jor, Phllosophy and Spanish.

S1nce then he has been

study1ng Theology at Stonebridge pr1ory, Lake Bluff,
I1lino1s, Wbile working on a Master'. Degree in Spani.h
Literature during the summer s.sslons.

IlI'l'RODYklIOIf

Chapter I
Miguel de

un..uno y Jugo, i8 a Spanish literary figure

comn., to the fore in conteJapOrary thOught.

Ills influence

baa already been felt 1n Spanish ud Latin A.ericAn

COUfttrle. a. well as ln

110M

countrle. in Burope.

Students

who are deeply concerned with the spanish enlgsaa can

n0-

where find a .ore autlaenUc or cryptlc: expre.aion of the
preaent day Spaniah teapera.ent t.h&l'l in the wri tinga of
lU,uel de

UnalBWlO.

In UnIUIWlO we bave an e.saylat,

ph11osopher, DOVeliat, .hort-atory writer, poet--in ahort,
one of the .oat or19in&l thinkera of COI'ltellpOruy Spain.
Unaaano was a thillker who would not be claaslfled. ancl
&0

could not be a party

-.aD,

be brought slDAll consolatlon

to any group who clat.ecl hla . . lta own.

Vna.mo· a

flercely Wllque, crlt,ical att,it,v.6a ia perhapa beat repre-

aentM in t.be aa1n source fZOJa wbJ.ch tlU.. thaais ia drawn.

Pt1 unUNento ".122 $I!! 1a 1141 M 1=0! boJ!br!' X en 10.

nebl•••

Unamuno is sometimes called and referred to as the
Spanish Kierkeqaard.

He was what the Danish philosopher

might have been had he lived in a Latin and catholic atmosphere rather than in a Scandinavian and Lutheran one.
In answer to an inquiry concerninq his religion,
Unamuno replied that he could not state his position
doctrinally, but only in
assumed towards life.

te~s

of the attitude which he

He said that all men have some

supreme interest or ruling passion, and that his was a
permanent concern for the religious situation of his time
and his people.

He lashed out with satire at the emptiness

of men in high positions of government,

at the lust,

ob-

scenity and materialism Which was becoming a substitute
for serious dedication to man's qreatest problems,

at

sham democracy and the bovine unconcern with social responsibility.
or

Neither Catholic dogma, liberal unbelief,

even skeptical resiqnation satisfied his questioning

spirit.

Unamuno qave himself up to endless inquiry into

the qreat themes of solitude and society, war and peace,
love and hatred, immortality and man's lonqinq for eternity,
of personality and of Christian life.
-2-

Pro. U'naamo, therefore, no final an.,.rs
expectech

CD be

he soa(jht. only to divert attention, rediZ'ect it.

t.o thes. questions, and then plant a seed Where others may
reltP·

Concer.nln9 the religious at.tit.udes of Una.uno, therefore, no ctef1nJ.t.e answr. will be 9iven in this work.

It.

Will, however, attellpt. to abow that una.mo·. lnterpretat10n of at. Paul, espec1ally 1Jl his -Jor work.,
sent1ll1!!lto unlCO
",blls &D4

Del

!Se la vAda en 10. hoIibr•• X en 10.

lI.I. !901l!, del cr,st.il!!l!!!O, ".. not. . . far

fro. the mind of .aul a8 was toZ'8lrly thoaght.

Xn .ayift9

this, we are not saying in .ffect that. Unaauao believed as
St. Paul did.

III fact, here lies the basiC cI1fferet\C8

between the two _n--St.. .aul believe4 all that he preached,
UIl&ll\lftO

diet not belie". tlaat preaching t

In .hort, Una.mo

4iet not have the t.ne 1ivec! faith in Christianity that. St.
Paul had.
Mug

80

OUr content.lon 1n thi. paper 1. that UIla.ano,
learned 1n Greek aet 1ft ancient cla•• ical ud

llebrew 11t.erary stntcture, wu in llUy ways already antic-

C lpat1ftq ttbat lat.er Script\lZ'8 st.udies .,.14 re. .al c:oncernin9
key Ide . . in the theology of Saint Paul.

Unamuno said that St. Paul was the first great
mystic, the first Christian in the proper sense of the
word.

1

Unamuno was fascinated with St. Paul--with his

intelligence and his thinking.

He uses the ideas of St.

Paul (because he understood them) to express his own inner
experience which he wished to convey to others.

Like St.

Theresa of Avila, Unamuno could not find words to express
his inner convictions.

Be found words with the help of

St. Paul.
For Unamuno St. Paul was not then merely the first
great Christian but, "It was St. Paul Who turned the
evangelical into the biblical, the Word into the
Unamuno does not stop here.

He continues:

letter"~

"But

while the Word, the Verbum did not write, St. Paul, the
Hellenized Jew, the Platonically inclined Pharisee, did

IMiguel de Unamuno, The Agony of Christianity,
translation Kurt F. Reinhardt (New York. Frederick Ungar
PUblishing Co., 1960) pp. 24-25.
2Unamuno, Ibid., p. 42.

~-

2

wri te, or JIOre correctly, did dictate his Epistles.

In

St • •au 1, the WOrd turned into letters, the Gospel bee. . .
a book, the Bibl.- ~

3

So, accorcU.ng to Unaauno, it was st. Paul who was
responsible for creatinv Christianity.

It was St. Paul

who dominated the Christian scene in the early days.

In-

deed, we are in full avreeaent with the latter assertion
of Unamuno, yet Unaauno was forgetting that St. Paul was
nothing but an instrument in the hands of One infinitely
greater than hlmself.

paul the "vessel of election" was

sent not on his own behalf, but on behalf of Another.

It

is true that Paul was the central figure in the conversion
of the nations, but only because he had been chosen for
the mi.ssion by the Founder of Christianity.

Unaauno' s

claa that St. Paul was the founder of Christianity as we
know it today, is entirely false, and it is not necessary

to look far into the Epistles of Paul to hear himself tell
us this.

3

Unamuno' s insight into St. Paul in this matter

Unumno, Ibid., p. 40.
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was negligent.

Even with his great mind and power of

absorbing, Unamuno many t1Jaes read in between the lines
and forgot to read the lines themselves, for we need only
look at the salutations in Paul's letters to see his
~lete

dependence on Christ:
"Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ, by the
order of God our Savior."

(1 T1a. 1.1)

"Paul, a servant of God and an apostle of
Jesus Christ."

(Titus. 1.1)

"Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the
Will of God."

-6-

(Colossians 1.1).

MXGUBL de UlfAMmfO
Chapter I I

Miguel de Unuauno y Ju.g'o, was born on september 29,

1864, in Bilbao, the
Biacay.

c~ital

of the Basque Province of

On both .1des hi. people ....r. Basque., that is to

say, he springs from. a stock Whos. origins are untraceable
in the ordinary historical sena..

'the Basque. have be.n

called descend.nts of aberrant MOors, original Iberian.,
loat Atlantians.
about th...
tUlples.

Ther. are certain physical peculiari tie.

a wedge form face and great breadth at the

'!'be language of the Basque i. uniquely agglutina-

tive, and is the only languaqe Which has survived froa the
ancient Iberian tongues.
of his -Basquene.seven throughout his struggle against the political nationalis. pr.vailing in that region.

Par from b.lieving that

being Basque and Spanish at the . . . . tt.. were

in~at1ble,

he ofteD urgecl that the Baaques are the IlUbstance and, u

it .... r., the salt of Spain.

VnUNDO (who.e n _ clearly

apell. -One World-) appeared aJIOng the.e people, and like
-7-

literary Basques before him determined to make castilian
Spanish his own by "right of conquest."

4

Yet, the unusual

position in Spanish history of his Basque forefathers and
their language, not to mention their unique position in
world history, philology, or anthropology, is strangely
analogous to Unamuno's own position in contemporary Spanish
literature.

He was a man of no determined school, and it

was never even quite clear in the end whether he was in
favor of EUropeanizing Africanized Spain, or of rediscovering Spain outside of Europe.
After receiving his primary education in his native
city, he entered the Institutio Vizceanino of Bilbao.

He

read avidly such authors as Jaime Balmes, Juan Donoso
,
cortes, and Antonio Trueba along with many spanish
Romantic writers.

Jose Mora notes concerning this period

of his life:

4Miguel de Unamuno, Abel Sanchez and other stories,
translation Anthony Kerrigan (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co.,
1956), pp. 7-17.
-8-

It ..... that the one experienee that c!warfed
all others was the discovery, in his fervid
and randoa reading of an entirely new world.
the world of ideas. He begins to love poetry-the poetry of the poets and the poetry of the
Philosophers. 5
In 1880 Vn..uno entered the University of Madrid to
study philosophy and the humanities.

'lb.e four years he

spent in the capital were years of religious and intellectual crisis.

It also appear. that the city was not much

to his liking, nor does it

S8811l

flueneed by University life.

that he was greatly in-

It was only during the

lifetime of Ortega y Gasset that the University of Madrid
gained prestige and influence.
After four years of study, debates, and long walks he
raceived his doctorate, and then returned to the Basque
prOVince to an outwardly uneventful life.

Be earned hi.

living by giving tutor lessons and, at the same time, he
read much in preparation for his professional competitive
examinations.

Prom here ha went to lla4rid, and spent

several months taking various examinations for a teaching

SJose P. Mora, Un.un.mo (Berkeleys
California Press, 1962), pp. 8-9.
-9-

Univeraity of

position.

After many attempts at different positions, he

won the chair of Greek at the Uniyerslty of Salamanca.

,

Menende. y Pelayo and Valera were ..,ng his exaa1ners.
It was in 1891 that Vnamuno married his childhood
/

sweetheart, Concepcion Lizarraga, by whoa he later had nine
children.

In that sa. year he . .t Angel Ganivet in whoIR

he recognized a restless spirit very .och akin to his own.
'lh1s encounter between the two was ind••d an encouragement
for Unaauno because he now felt that he was no longer alone
ln his -struggle.Late in 1891 he moved to Salamanca to take up his
posit1on there.

Crawford Plitch has given us a description,

or rather a photograph of Vnaauno as he appeared to hlm.
A tall, broad-shouldered bony man, wi th high
cheeks, a beak-like nose, pointed grey beard,
and a C01I91exion the colour of the r.d he_tites on wh1ch Bilbao, his natlve town is bullt,
and which Bilbao ruthl.ssly plucks froa 1 ts
very body to exchange for gold ln the markets
of England-and in the d_p sockets under the
high aggressive forehead prolonged by short
lron-grey hair, two eyes like qimlets .....rly
watching the world through spectacles Which
see. purposely pointed at the object like
microscopes. A fighting expression, but of
noble fighting, above the prizes of the
passing world, the contempt for which is shown

-10-

-in a peculiar attire whose blackness invades
that little triangle of white which worldly
men leave on their breasts for the necktie of
frivolity and the decorations of vanity, and,
blinding it, leaves but the thinnest rim of
white collar, the priestly effgct of the whole.
Such is Don Miguel de unamuno.
During his lifelong stay at Salamanca, Unamuno
encountered one of his most decisive struggles1 it came in
the year 1897, between the publication of two important
works, En torno al casticismo and Vida de Don Quijote y
Sancho.

In Madrid he had experienced a great intellectual

crisis and awakening1 the crisis at Salamanca was to be
more emotional, energetic, and profoundly religious.

Mora

expresses this very well:
Before 1897, and particularly between 1895
and 1897, we find Unamuno in a pitched
battle with "purism" and traditionalism,
which he declared to be empty and conventional.
Local tradition, he argued, must be discarded
in favor of universality. Repetition must
give way to renovation: Spain must be prodded
from the bog that held it fast. After 1897,
however, and especially between 1897 and 1905,
we find Unamuno absorbed in a tense and painful attempt at innerdirection. Here the Three
Essays (tres ensayos) of 1900, with their

6J • E. Crawford Flitch in his introduction to Tragic
Sense of Life, Miguel de Unamuno (London: Dover Publications,
1954), p. 10.
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passionate inquiry into the problem--or
rather mystery--of personality, individual
and collective, is a salient landmark.
Unamuno'e !flnwardl:! replaces his cry of
"Forward! 11 Don Quijote replaces Don
Alonso Quijano; and the stuff of dreams,
no longer a stumbling block, becomes the
very substance or eXistenee. 7
Unamuno became rector of the University of Salamanca
in 1901 and, in addition to holding this high office, he
taught the history of the Castilian language.

He held this

position as rectol' until 1911.;. when he was relieved ot the
post because he had publica11y favored the cause of the
Allies in the war against Germany.

He was, however,

subsequently appointed vice-rector.
Unarouno came more directly into the public eye and ear
as a result of Primo de Rivera's 20up d'etat in 1923.
Unamuno was already opposed to the monarchy of Alfonso XIII,
but when the dictatorship ot Primo de Rivera was sanctioned
by a royal decree, Unamuno made his voice resound long and
hard.

The result of this was his exile to Fuerteventura,

one of the Canary Islands.

From here his protests reached

.n ever inoreasing publio.

He oame to feel that his exile

7~10ra. p. 13.
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vas one of the most important events in the life of
twentieth-century Spain, and he swore to do his best to
destroy the enemy.

Se adopted a war-like attitude towards

the dictatorship and the dictator.

He continued to write

and speak against the monarchy and its sanctioned dictator
fro. his exile.
The Prench newspaper to which unamuno had contributed,

Ie! Quotidien, arranged his escape froa the island.

He then

went to Prance, and £roa here continued his attack against
Prilllo de Rivera.

'lb.e exile did not choose to return to

Spain at this time, even thoug'h a pardon reached him from
de Rivera on the very day he escaped from the island.
UnaJlWlO

had been separated frOBl his family now for over a

year but he still did not return to his native country.
Instead, he decided to live in Prance, and on his arrival
in Cherbourg, his private war against the dictator reached
'WOrld-wide proportions.

Other writers and . .n in the

public eye began to take up his cause and lUke it their

own.

Many newspapers carried stories and atatements about

VDaauno and his exile.
At 2, rue de 1a Perouse in Paris, Unamuno received
-13-

visits fro. noted and dull celebrities, for be was now one
himself.

'!'he exiled professor was one of supreme int.l-

lectual caliber, but an intellectual very dissatisfied with
it all:
Unamuno the Paris of the twenties s.emed
to be a curtain that blocked his view of
the Sierra de Gredos, Wbich towered over
Salamanca. Neither the spirited gatherings
of the aotonde-the famous Montparnasse
cafe recently demolished to provide rooa
for a moving picture theatre--nor the interunable walk through streets teeming with
beauty and history lessened the fe.ling
that Paris was an obstacle to his path. Be
continu.d to publish in the European ard
South American press, his fight against the
dictatorship never waned, but his displ.asure
with the Spanish political situation i~ited
any full cultivation of his religious and
poetic spirit for a number of years. But his
true vocation returned when he 1IIOV8d south to
Hendaye wi thin sight of the spanish countryside across the border. No doubt this
authentic vocation was more central than his
political outbursts and -.nifestations, or
the "Free Pages A (101as libra,) he published
in collaboration with Eduardo Ortega y Gasset
and Vicente Blasco ~ez. To hi. his &riival
in Hendaye was like the end of the exile.
'1'0

I

In his writings of 1945 and 1927 (La agont, d.l
sr.!.stianisl!? and cOmo se hac. una novel,) there had been

8

MOra, pp. 19-20.
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outbursts of desperation: in Hendaye this desperation
had a touch of hope.

Be was close to boJDe now, and what

was more 11IIportant, he foresaw a return to his beloved
Spain in the very near future.

Hi. keen mind had realized

the situation of the de Rivera d1ctatorsh1p and he was
conf1dent he would soon return to begin anew where he had
lett. otf.

And yet, his st.ay here at. Henc1aye was ext.emally

no d1fferent than 1t. had been 1n Par1s.

There were . .et.I

1ngs of an 1nformal nature at. the Grand Cate, 1nterviews
and many of his long walks.
When Primo de Rivera and his d1ct.atorship fell in
1930, Unumno was free to return once aga1n to Spain.

On

February 9, he cro.sed the border t.oward Spain and ent.ered
I

lrun.
The Spani.h nation weloomed h1m with the enthusiasm
and cheers ot a hero.

Whole pages in the newspapers were

dedicat.ed to the retum of their famous ex11e.
His ret.urn to Salamanca on February 11, 1930 was
quiet. and had none of the po11t.ical demonst.rat.ions which
was t.o characterize h1s arrival in
SUM!

year.

Madr1d 1n May of that.

The wide accla1m and cheers of t.he smolder1ng
-15-

members of the political parties gave the impression that
Unamuno bad become a political leader.

The fact was,

that Unamuno had no such intention.
In Pebruary of 1931 when the Spanish RepUblic was
proclaimed, the now aging, intellectual philosopher was
overwhelmed with honors.

He was officially exonerated

and was elected a member of the ·Cortes

constit~ntes.M

Soon, however, he came to regard the new governDl8nt wi th
the same misgivings he had felt towards the monarchy and
the military dictatorship of Primo de Rivera.

Being by

nature and inclination a political individual, Unamuno
felt that all three regimes had betrayed the soul and
the very spirit of spain, and thus of Christianity.

As

a young man, in the years when the idea of socialism was
relatively young in Europe, he wrote for the Socialist
journal, Lucha de clases in Bilbao.

In his old age, when

socialism had been transformed by real life, b6 rejected
not only Marxism, but the whole Parliamentary concept.
In the last few MOnths of hia lif_, a double political
attitude is clearl

he rejeeted the Left in

-16-

theory, and

til e Right in practice.

It was probably the only possible

stand he could take at that ti_.
In July of 1936, when

th~

Civil War in Spain began,

he identified himself with the attaCk on the Kerensky-like
aepUblic; three months later, as a consequence of a speech
as rector of Salamanca, he w•• removed by the authorities
as rector.

Four months later be lay dying.

An apocryphal story of the fatal last three months

might not be true, but it bears the aark of inspired
insight; it is said that on one occasion Unamuno was
found being "roasted alive".

such was his quixotic apathy,

he had set his feet up to warm before an open fire, and
in a kind of indolence of spirit bad allowed them to begin
to smoke and the leather to peel fro. his boots as he sat
there unwilling to rouse himself against immolation.
Unamuno had said that he wished to live to be ninety
years old.

He

did not see the new year of 1937 begin,

however, because he had died on the last day of 1936 at
the age of seventy-two.'

9Kiguel de Unamuno, Obras Sel.etas, Madrid Editorial
Plenitud, 1960, Prologue, pp. 1-20.
- 7-

In the rich and variegated qeuyre of Unamuno the so
called "philosophico-tbeological"
by themselves.

Three of

Vida de Don QplJote

y

th~se

worl~s

are in a category

stand out from the rest:

Sancho, segun Miguel de Cervantes

saavedra, explicada y cementada (Madrid, 1905, 2d encl.
ed., Madrid, 1914), Del sentim1ento trAgico de la vida en
los hombres

y

en los pueblos (Madrid 1913), La agon!a del

crlstianismo, Madrid, 1931 (Prench translation, L'agonie
dp christlanisme, pUblished in Paris, 1925).

Chronologically,

the Don QulJote belongs to the early period of his writing,

,

Del sent1miento tragico, to the middle period, and

~

agonla, to the final period of Unamuno's life.
The London Tablet, in its obituary column, pUblished
a very striking- analysis of the life of Unamuno.

It is

cited here in its entirety.
Spain - The Death of Miguel de Unamuno
Miguel de Unamuno, novelist, poet and philosopher, died at Salamanca last week at the age
of seventy-two. This sUbtle writer, who had
passed to the Nationalist side, recently declared to Professor Brouwer, as reported in
the Tyda "I was born during a civil war, my
first recollections date from a civil war,
and now I am cencludinq my days in a civil
war. My whole life I have carried civil war
-18-

in my soul. Torn by uncertainties, and
in search of a solution, while my soul
howls for certainty, my whole being has
been in revolt against the limitations
of my life, the limitations of my understanding. 1 am a rebel against myself~
My extremities are in mutual insurrection,
my head kicks against my heart.,"
And he was no less a rebel against everybody else, for he argued to discover new
ideas, and when he could not find them in
h1JRself, he wrung t.hem out of his opponents.
Both de Rivera and Azana feared himl for he
spared nei tber • And as his interviewer
smilingly referred to his clearly siding
with the nationalists, de Unamuno laughed,
"I have never been in any position that is
clear, for 1 never agreed ~th anYbody not
even wi th myself. 'I'he only thing clear
about it is that this horrible war must
cease. A country like Spain, a people like
the Spaniards, need constructive leadership,
for their history needs a peaceful evolution,
that is why I supported the party in rebellion. 1 am as much afr.aid of the Fascist as
of the Communist danger, for neither acknowledge the full spiritual, ethical, and social
diqni ty of man. Fascism has no cultural
influence on the mind. It has never produced
an artist., a thinker. No, I am not choosing
between Fascism and Communism, I loathe them
both. "10

lOThe London Tablet (Jan. 9, 1937:
-19-

169:

50-51).

'.:hapter II
Part B
Historical Milieu
Man fulfills his task of dominating the earth by

changing nature into culture through hi8 activity.
Since man is insufficient in himself, he needs the help
of material thing8 and other people
Be

to

perfect himself.

prepares these material things to help hill in his

work..

Work is every hwun activity advancinv culture,

that is, changing nature into culture.

CUlture, the

result of manls domination, is both objective and. subjective.
Objective culture includes all the objective values
WhiCh are realized by man's transfor.ation of nature.
This includes all scientific, artistic, linguistic, and
soclal improvements.

It i8 the sum total of

IUD I 8

per-

petual quest to make the world a better place to live
in--to IIalc.e the world a laOre worthy milieu.
SUbjective culture is the acquired culture of the
individual person resulting from his growth in all
-20-

domains.

The cultivated person is one who bas made his

own the data of objective culture, i.e. he has profited
from the existing objective culture.
There 1. reciprocity between sUbjective and Objective
culture:

a) subjective culture presupposes objective

culture and receives from itl b) similarly, subjective
culture enriches Objective culture.

One's originality

leads to new inventions Which better objective culture.
That is one reason for education--education tries to develop each one'. originalit.y so that he may aid the
progress of cultural (objective) development.

Each person

should contribute to culture as well as receive from it.
Unaauno was a man of his times.

It was a world of

strife and turmoil into which he was born.
Unamuno could go beyond his time.

11

Ant! yet,

He lived as few m.e:n

have lived, in const.nt conflict and contradiction.

It

is precisely this living in inner strife whidb constitute.
t..he core of his thought, of his literary work, of his
significance in the world today.

11MSS Penonzek, O.S.M., p. 65, Moral 1962-1963.

Contradiction in Un..mo had Jlany roots.
Sleb.

Be read

Be absorbe4 the whole leg-acy of western thought,

fro. the Bible (he read

e~cially

the letters of St.

paul) and the classics (lle was a professor of Greek and
Castilian languaCJe. at Salaaanca) up to the writings of
M. cont8JllpOrarie••

. . .ides the ancient lanc;uage. UIlaauno read siXteen
I80dern one..

When few European. cared about Borth

~rican

literature, he was already faalliar with Willi. . J . . . . ,

Emerson, 1Ih1tMn, Oli....r wenclell HolM. an4 many others.
Be learne4 Danish for the purpose of rea41nCJ nerkec;aarcl

in the original, and bec_, under M. influence, a fore-

runn.r of exist.ntiali.t tllought.

Be •• s1ll1lated the

vord. of Rou••••u and Ibsen, Carlyle and Leopar4i, Plaubert
and Kaaz1ni, :Kant and llegel, as ....11 as thO•• of Protestant
theologians froa Luther to such BIOd.rn. . . lU. tachl, Harnack,
Troeltsch and others.

AD4 of course he read the Spani.h

JaYstics froa St. Ip.ti". Loyola u4 lTaDci.co de Oatma,
I

Bernar41no cle Laredo ancI San Pedro 4. Alcantar., to the
two gr••t _stars, nare.a of Avila and St. John of the

cross.
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What baa been. aaid thus far ia, in short, that Unaamo

was a thinker of hia tt.a, the decades between. the eighteenseventies an4 the rdneteen-thirtie..

Una.mo IRUst a180 be

a ••ociated With that group of intellectuala who, follOWing
the J!'OIIaDtic lJIpul•• , revolted against reaaon in the n _

of life.

Rietz.che, n.rkegau:4, Bergson, the irrational-

ists, pragmatists and vitaliat.--int.llectual. all of thea,
who, r.ach1ng a point of saturation, reacted for "intel-

l.ctual" reasons again.t the over-intellectuality of the
tt.es.

What differentiate. Unaauno frca the re.t of the

group, however, is, thOrcNCihly Bw:opeaniaed

.a

he wa., he

turned violently and ruthl•••ly aga1nat the European

tr&eli tiOD.

lie Jaa4e of qu1xoti. . a Dew reli9ion and preached

a cru.... to br1rag back the bighthOod of La Mancha, in
order to ranaoa the Bw:opean soul. froa bon4age, and to
re.tore the cult of reason and . .terial happiness.
ADd yet, to underatand the buia of conflict in
Una.mO 'We Dt.t look further than the duali_ of Being

and Bea.on which he .hared

'nth

Us Bw:opean cont8llPOrarie ••

The real source of UIl.-mo'. ai9DiflcanC8 a. the iDcunation
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of tragic contradiction can be found, it seems to me, in
the structure of Spanish history itself (from whence came
his sUbjective culture).
Spain shares wi th other European countries the great
tradition of the West:
culture..

Hebrew, Greek, Roman and Christian

But she has had other historical experiences

which have set her apart.

Her early national history is

that of an age-old devotion to an ideal.

We need only

recall those eight centuries preceeding the reconquest of
the Moors' last citadel:

the scattered remnant of Spaniards

driven northwards to those Asturian highlands which no
conqueror of Spain could ever call his

own,

the Pyrenees

becoming a "wall of China" and this remoteness creating
a characteristic they call "espanolismo-{by WhiCh they
mean a complacent self-satisfaction with everything
spanish accompanied with a disdain for everything foreign),
consequently, the formation of that "contemptible" little
spanish klnqdom which was to come out from its northern
stronghold to grow and extend its bounds knowing no rest,
in order to win baCk Greater Spain--for the ero.st
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Recall

the successive stages of the Reconquest:

the excellent

statesmanship of Alphonso I--the exploits of the great
and historical Cid--tbe amazing victories, such as Navts
de Tolosa--and then the union of Castile-Leon precluding
the recapture, first of Cordoba, and then Seville.

This

was followed by a century of quiescence, the great defeat
of Salado, the reign of Alphonso XI, then another century
of civil strife and stagnation, and finally the last act
of the immense drama--the union of Aragon and Castile
through marriage.

Later the Christian armies appeared

on the Vega of Granada, the success of Baeza, the final
onslaught of Granada its.lf.

Pinally the proud January 2,

1492, When the Catholic Monarchs rode in triumph into the
city.
And so we see that spain experienced by the tiRe of
the Middle Ages eight centuries of living contact with two
great Semitic culturesl

the Arab and the Jewish.

Further,

she is the only modern European country which has passed
through a complete imperial cycle, having created and lost
the greatest empire the 1IIIOrld bas ever known.
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On the

threshold of modern times she was the Defender of the
Catholic Faith, the Champion of the COlmter Reformation.
As a result by the end of the sixteenth century, sbe

experienced a deadly isolation from European thought.
Thus the history of Spain became a permanent drama
On the one hand, she could not renounce her European

tradi tion •

On the other she could not compromise.

So

in the Age of Reason she held fast to the principles of
the Pighting Catholic Faith whiCh had come to be the very
root of her national Character, as well as the justification of her struggle against the stream of modern history.
Since the eighteenth century Spanish intellectual life has
been characterized by the efforts of enlightened minorities
to keep up with the modern ideas and forms of life, while
they underscored the essential traits of the national
spirit.

A country divided, spain has lived for two cen-

turies in a permanent state of civil war, violent at certain
moments, concealed at others.

12

l2Miguel de Unamuno, Three Exemplary Novels, Into. by
Angel del Rio, cf. esp. Introduction pp. 17-24, translation
by Angel Plores, Grove Press Inc., N.Y., 1956.
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Unamuno's generation, the so called "generation of
1898," asserted itself by the intensity with which it felt
this national

discord~

This generation of writers was

composed mostly of artists and poets, of those highly
sUbjective thinkers who were of the literary climate of
the moment.

Each writer expressed his own feelings on the

perpetual crisis of the fatherland endeavoring to analyze
the national disease and, at the same time, to open new
frontiers for the future of spain.

Together these writers

produced a high standard of literature Which had not been
seen since the Golden Age of spain.

And yet, after the

initial impulse, these writers followed different paths.
Unamuno, perhaps more than the others, continued to
identify himself with the tragic problem of Spain.
wrestling with

By

the conflict of the Whole nation, Unamuno

came to struggle, as few other men have, with the essential
problem of life, of death, and of human ftxistence.
And it was at this point that Unamuno looked about
him and observed the position of the Catholic and Protestant intellectuals of his own time.
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If we are to gain

insight into the intricate

~nd

and the agonized soul of

Unamuno, it would be well for a moment to examine the
religious world in Which Unamuno found himself living.
Until twenty-five years ago Catholicism in Europe
and even in the United States and other North American
countries, breathed the atmosphere created by the Council
of Trent and the Counter-Reformation.

The ardent zeal

which had its spark and had been engendered by the
Christian humanists frORl Nicholas of Cusa to St. Thomas
Moore, was all but forgotten.

Both Protestants and

Catholics were content to remain in their respective
"fox-holes," entrenched against the enemy.

As

a result,

a sort of "closed theology" developed on both sides.
Each side was now on the defensive.
and

The "Catholic Ghetto"

a corresponding "Protestant Ghetto" came into being.

There were few who ventured outside these ghettos, and
both together came to be known as the "Christian Ghetto"
(Unamuno himself often failed to distinguish the two
groups with their common name of "Christian Ghetto·).
Unamuno saw the Christian world in contention and
opposed camps.

His attitude towards the so called "Ghetto
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_n" was bitter and re.entful.

In his own spain he saw even

before the civil war of 1936, the seed. of turJlW)il.

Se

was in opposltlon to both cUtps ln order that all m.1ght
take account of the confllct.

And so, 1 t was the.e

"Chrl.tlan-ghetto-men II with thelr fear of m.1ngllnq with,
and faclng the world, Who were the targets of unaauno' s
scornful and conteJDptuou. attacks.

unaJaUDO 'WOuld have

the.e . .n plunged lnto the ocean of llfe deprlved of every
anchorage so that they m.1ght learn agaln what it . .ans to
exi.t as human beings.

He wi.hed them to drown in God so

that the eternal waters would arouse tbea fra. the illusive
qulet in which they had allowed thesuelve. to settle.

He

wanted them to remain in unconsciousne •• like a sponge in
order that they might be swept backwards to the surface of
the waters and finally find theaselve. at hoae in sight
and touch and reality.
Unaauno, therefore, repre.ents a reaction.

Be is in

reaction to anyone who 1s not a man alive--who is not a
man of "fle.h and bone"-who 1. not a man who struggle.
in llfe, for life and about life.
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In sbort, the huaan

being, the man UDamuno i. not a man unless be struggles.
And this struggle is all about life, about existence,

about what makes up life.

And 1n St. Paul Unaauno sees

an example of the true man, of a struggling man, the true
Christian, indeed, the first Christian
for immortality,

Who

Who

is struggling

1s struggling for life:
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....

Chapter III
st. Paul
cor.porate Personality
The

term, ·corporate personality"13 is a convenient

expression of the fact that in the Semitic mind there is
a constant oscillation between the conception of the social
group--family, tribe, clan, nation--as an •• sociation of
individuals 1n the plural, or as a single l1ving soc1al
organ1sm about whiCh one can more properly speak 1n the
s1ngular. 14
Th1s 1aea of "tota11ty th1nking" or corporate personality is a fundamental Hebrew pattern 'Wh1ch explains many
parts of the theology of the Bible.

Actually, in practice

130n thJ.s phenomenon see S. A. Cook in Cambridge
Anc1ent Historv, .Ill, pp. 437-414, and in the th1rd
ed! tion of W. Robertson Smith' s 8eligion of the SalDi tas,
pp. 503 ff., 655 ff., The Old Testament, a Reinterpretat10n, pp. 11S ff., H. Wheeler Robinson, IITbe Hebrew Con··
caption of Cor.porate Personality,· in Werden und Wesen
des Mun TestaMn.E (B.Z.A.W. 66), pp. 49 ff., InsR1ration
and Revelation in the Old Testament, pp. 70 f., 81-89, 264,
Johns Pedersen, Iarael, A. R. Johnson, The One and the Many
i9 the Israelite COnception of God, pp. 1-17, C. R. North,
De Suff.rag servant in Deutero - Isa1.ah, pp. 103-110.
14
Cf. T. W. Manson, The Servant-Messiah (1956), p. 74.
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--'We

do the s _ thingl

who does not tend to judCjJe an

entire nation or race or group meetinCjJ with one of its
members--as if
the individual!
totality.

a~~

the group was concretely present in

The SelB1te has a basic feeling for

He tends to grasp the man and his actions

in relation to the Whole of Which he is a part, or better,
as a concrete embodiment of the totality of which be is
the . .aber-representative.

This is the exact reverse of

our tendency to groupify the person~
to

He tends, therefore,

see in the individual the entire species.

lS

Accordingly, quite frequently the Hebrew sees the
individual as a corporate personality, as the
of the group.

He

~crocosm

is easily disposed to see an individual

Who contains, for either good or evil, all the others of

lSZn GeneSiS, S.1-3 the one word hAdam" is used for
both the individual--Adam and the collective human race,
to see the collective group in the typical concrete individual, (in Daniel, 7, 13-14, and collective Messianic
people in 7.22, 27), to see the entire dynasty creator,
all decendents already present in their first forefathers
(in 2 Samuel, 7.12-16, the Nathan oracle refers to
solomon, cf. 3 KlnCjJ8, 8.1S-20, and to the entire Davidlc
line, cf. 3 Kings, 2.1-4.
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whom he is in some definite way the embodiaent (as for

example, the king).

This is basic for an understanding

of Pauline views on many key sUbjects (e.g. Resurrection),
and for a coaprehension of the role of Christ as the New
Mam.

As this collectivity was in Christ from Bis very
constitution by God, so is Christ abiding in this collectivi ty •

He" contains U them because from the beginning

they were "in" H1lR.

All _n are in this collectivity Sl!.

jure, those only are in it de facto who have fulfilled
the requirements for membership according to tbe divine

will.
It is this ide. of Christ as a

co~rate

personality

that is at the basis of Paul's theology of the crucifixion-not the juridical fiction of a ransom, a legal paying of
a price to God or to the devil.

Since we lIl8re in Christ

on the Cross, we are also in Him at the Resurrection and
we are now living the glorified life of Christ.

Christs living on in the 'WOrld.

We are

We are the Body of Christ.

From his Hebrew background, Paul knew well the concept
of this corporate personality, the idea of an individual
-33-

who embodies and contains in himself the entire collectivity
Which he presents.

16

St. Paul also knew the usage of the term "body" to
express the entire personality of its externality,
visibility and tar,gibility.
In the Damascus theophany, we see the thrice-repeated
incident in the Paul-Christ dialogue.

17

In itself this

statement of Christ could mean no more than the ordinary
identity of a leader and his followers in this common
cause.

But the absolute disparity between the state of

the glorified and divinized Christ, and the poor persecuted
Christians Paul had known, as well as the triple repetition
of the dialogue, press the conclusion that there was more
in it than this.

This was Paul's first and never to be

forgotten grasp of the ineffable identity of the risen,
glorified Christ and His Church.

Moreover, Christ had

appeared to him at Damascus as a "Body," the emphasis

16

MBS Crossan, DoDlin1c, 0.8.M. Scripture 305, class

30, pp. 100-101.

l7 Acts , 91 4-6, 221 7-8, 261 14-15.
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was on the externality of the glorified Christ, whose
splendor blinded him.
Accordingly, St. Paul first grasped the Church not
as a collection of individuals (as Unamuno was wont to
do) but as Christ Himself in some sort of continuation,
an extension of His externality on earth.

The Church is

the Body of Christ on earth--for this is the only way to
express the ineffable closeness of the unity.
It is especially through the sacraments that we
enter into the de facto unity with the Body of Christ.
The role of the Eucharist was stressed in 1 Corinthians,
lO:l7--that Which nourishes and increases this unity with
the Body of Christ, since it is the Body of Christ, and
since It is only one, we are still all united with one
another in it.
The Church is the abiding presence of the Body of
Christ, the externality and activity of His person, even
extending in

all-t~e

and all-space.

we can see this clearly.
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In 1 Corinthians,

1 Cor. 6.15-17

I

reality of the
Body-unity

Visibility
and

1 Car. 10.17

I

increa.. of the
Body-unity

1 Cor. 12.12-30s

Externality
of the
Body-unity

bieraraby of th1s
Body-unity

more than (like) the physical Body of Christ
(a1m.1e or _taphor)

.,.stic:a1, aupematural, .acr_ntal CODtlnuatlon and ext8l'l81on in space-t.1_ of
the phyaical Body of Christ.
BODY

OF C1IRIST

le•• than . . . P.-cbriaU. . in WlUc:!l t1Mre
i. no distinctions of Christ and Christiana
left. 18

In this explanation, the Church r..a1ns always 1n
connection with the glor1fied humanity of Christ (sacramenta, grace, Holy Spirit) and the Church appears 1n all
her vi tal dynaa1S11l .s the a'bld1nq and extending presenoe
of the glorified Christ on earth.

1t

18cro.san, MSS, Ibid. , p. 103.

19Cro••an, MBS, Ibid., p. 105.

On a practical level, and since it i. always on a
practical level that Unamuno comes close to the thought
of at. Paul, the following m19ht be the best way to
explain the term "Body of Christ" in St. Paul without
losing its richness or one's head in the processl
1)

The Body of Christ is an external organ of
our salvation--in it. passion, resurrection
and glorification.

2)

The Church is like (siaile) the actual body

of Christ in both its supernatural being and
supernatural activity which as such, and like
Christ's is known only to faith. But there
i II more than this.
3)

The Church is the actual Body of Christ continuing and extending its .alvific activity
to all places and all t1aes, for the Church
i. more than lJJ£I. Christ, in the sacraments,
in grace and in abiding Holy Spirit, Christ
is directly in contact with his members.

4)

'!'hus the externals of the Church flow fro.
the external. of the Body of Christ as her
invisible r£alities stem fram the invis1ble reali tie. of Clu:ist. '!'he Church's external
and juridical .ide are al.o a continuation
of the external side of Clu:ist--in healing,
forgiving, preaching, and teaching, adaonishing, punishing. Her organization and
structure are the continuation of the
externality of Christ, without which His
divinity could not have worked in His
Divine Plan on earth.
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...
We must keep in mind here that St. 'aul settles
another problem with his key idea of "Body of Christ."
The problem is the diversity and

~arative

worth of

the Cbaris.atic gifts that were causing factlonallsa at
Corlnth.

The sectlon explained above bas led many

people to argue that the term, "Body of Christ It is
obviously a metaphor to show that the Church is (like) a
human body in its unity-diversity-hierarchy.
that is not exactly Paul' s argument.

It is, but

He does not compare I

human body - - - - - - - - - - - The Church
but he compares a
human body - - - - - - - - - - - The Body of Christ
(- Church).20
Since a human body has unity despite diversityhierarchy, so also must the physical Body of Christ have
this unity despite members in diversity-hierarchy.

Since

Christians are united to this Body, they are united in
diversity-hierarchy and this is externally reflected in
their charisDUlLtic gifts.

Paul sees, for example, in those

20Crossan, MBS. Ibid., p. 105.
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with the chari. . of 1utallllCJ, tM extenslon and continuatlon

ab141ng pres.nce of the voice of Oarlst. •

• a\ll stat.•• his thesl. ln a parabola-structure and
then d.".lop. lt In a .1IIi.lar at.ruct,1are.
c:o..ulson of _aMa Bod!, with Christ.'. 80dy (1
Parts
i

1

lth•• i8
! (12-12)
I
i

j

!

I

cor.

12)

IIuaan Body

Chrl.t:· s Bocty

aRi ty ctettpl te
diverslty

uni tit d ••pite
dlversity

Ul'l1ty (12&)

unity (131))

diversity (121)>)

diversity (13a)

41".rait.y (14-21)

diver.ity (29-30)

hlerarchy (22-26)

hierarchy (27-28)

I

I

I·evelopmellt
1(14-30)

aocty of C1I.r1st-it 1s a unity and carmot. be

4J..~rec!

(1.13) . .4 ,.t it.• ..-ber. (transfer. fro. physlcal . .aber.

to Christ.l... as . . . .r.) ..... both diver8it.y and hierarchy.
It 1s to 'tie notecl tlIat. t1t.ere 1.

1\0

_nUon (iD the l19ht of

what. we b.ava just. s&14) ill 1 COrinthians, 12.12-13, and
12.21, . f ,. !2clA.l

bo!lY of Chris.tiM! but

only of a

VLorifled Body of Chrlst stlll operative ln the Cburdb •
••ul spen4a IBUcA t1ae on the dl veral ty of the oqan. of
the hwaaa body because of tbe application to follow.

all are • __1'•
(14-16)

.slYer s It.y

....,.1'.
(41fferent)

all are

(11-20)

all are MC8.aary
(21-22)

foot./baD4
ear/eye

two
e,xu,ple.

are
eye/ear

ear/DO.e

clted
la
each

eye/b.an4

lA.t.aDce

"and/feet

Paul bad alzea4y • clear 9rasp of the ChU'ch . . the
804y of Chrlst

21

in IBYstical unlon with the glorified

Christ, bofore 1 COr1ntlUan., 12.

la tb1. 1att.er .ectlon

he cite. the unity de.plta diversity and h1erardby of

. .lIIIber. 1a a

~

body, therefore, thi8 . _ unity de.plte

diver8ity hierarchy of . . . .1'8 _at exl.t 1a the 9101'111"

Body of Clar18t..

21.oa.a8CUI

ht. by Baptia. we 'baYe received tlw spirlt

1 cor1!tb.!!I\., 6.15-11, 10.17.

pas

of Christ.

We have all been so closely lmited to the

glorified Body of Christ that Paul can only express this
unity by a statement of identity (as Christ had done near
Damascus).

Thus, this is not a metaphor by
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hyperbole~

Chapter III
Unamuno
Corporate Personality
At the very beginning of his
Unamuno proposes the questiona

Ag:on~

of Christianity,

" ••• is it possible to

conceive of Christianity apart from each and everyone
of us?"
Unamuno tells us that here lies the root of the
tragedy.

This question poses the tragedy of Christianity,

for Christianity is thereby tragic ~

Por truth is \some-

thing collective, social and even pUblic.

And accordingly,

this is the reason Why Christianity lies in agony in each
and everyone of us (how like St. Paul who says that we
are dying and resurrecting with Christ).

ne life of a

p8x-son in agony is one continuous struggle, a struggle
even against life itself, against death.
The terminology, "corporate personality· probably
never crossed the mnd of Unuuno.

HO'W8ver, his "totality

thinking" is very much in evidence throughout his works.
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--In coming to know St. Paul' s mind unamuno was wont to
express himself in the same way Paul did.
St. Paul in many ways..

Be imitates

We cannot help but notice that

at the very outset, when Unamuno is laying out his plan
for his 'IIOrk (Aet9ny of Christianity:

the Introduction to

the French Edition) he speaks almost as St. Paul would
speak.
What I am going to reveal to you, dear
reader, is my own agony, my own strife
for Christianity, the agony of Christianity within me, its death and resurrection at every moment of R¥ inner life. 22
Unaauno in speaking about this work has so_ very
interesting insights which demonstrate his -totality
th1nk1ng" and Which later on in the book will appear as
inter.pretations of the Pauline texts:
Is this book a soliloquy? It is my socalled critics Who have asserted that I
wri te nothill9 but soliloquies. Maybe a
better term would be monodialoques J or
better yet, auto-dialogues that is dialogues with my own self. And an autodialOC,lU8 is not a lIOnologue. '1'118 person
who takes part in a dialogue, Who
converses with hia.elf by dividing hi...
self into two or three or more person~,

22Mony of Christlanity, p. 7.
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or even into an entire people, does not
soliloquize. Only dogmatists speak in
monologues, by means of questions and
answers, as is being done in catechislllS.
But we skeptics, we who are in agony, we
polemical spirits do not soliloquize. As
for myself, I carry my agony, my religious
and secular struggle, too deeply in my
spiritual entrails to be able to live on
soliloquies. Job was a man of inner contradiction1 so were Paul and AU9US~ine
and Pascal: and so I believe am I. l
The Whole mentality of Unamuno was indiv1dualistic-indeed individualistic within a framework.

This framework,

judging from the layout of his Agony of Christianity, is
within a "totality thinking" pattern.

Time and time again

we hear tJnamuno speak of his "agony" as beinq that of

Spain herself.

In himself is realized the whole nation.

In him is realized even the whole world.

Perhaps most

significant in this aspect is his last chapter of

Ih!.

Agony of Christianity where we hear him shout out:
'l'he aqony of my dyinq country has been
superimposed in my soul on the agony of
Christianity ••• I am experiencinq the
aqony of the Spanish Christ, the Chrlst
in His agony. I am experiencinq the
aqony of Europe, of our so-called Christian

23

Agony of Christianity, p. 13.
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civilization, of Graeco-Latin and Western
Civilization. These two agonies are
really one and the same. Christianity
and western Civilization are mutually
killing each other. They exist in killing each other ••• Facing the tomb of the
unknown Frenchman--who is something more
sacred than the avera~e Frenchman--I
experienced the agony of Christianity 1n
France. 24
25
Agony for Unamuno is struggle.
And, "Christ came
amongst us to bring us agony, struggle not peace.
us Him3elfz

He told

'00 not imaqine that I have come to bring

peace to the earth, I have come to bring a sword, not
peace.

I have come to set a man apart from his father,

and the daughter from the mother, and the daughter-in-law
from the mother-in-law, a

man's

enemies shall be the

people of his own house· ••• (Matthew, 10c 34-37)."
This persistent "agony" in Unamuno is itself indicative
of his "totality thinking."
to be an individualist.

Unamuno, at all times, claims

His indiv:l.dualism, however,

incarnates all that his culture and environment has given

24

Tbe !90ny of Christianity, pp. 145-146, 148.

25'1'he Aciony of Christianity, p. 17.

-

him~

It is clear that Unamuno always considered

as the embodiment of the true Spaniard.
tries to live his convic·tions.

He is a man that.

And his convictions are

such that he must forever be active.
doing, l.e., in agony about life.
"To Do, To Do."

hj~self

He must always be

His constant cry is,

And because he is in agonizing struggle

all Christianity is so too.

Even when speaking of Christ

Unamuno does not hesitate to include himself:
!lAnd like Christianity, Christ Himself is
forever in agony ••• terribly tragic are
our crucifixes, our Spanish Christs. They
are indictive of a Christ not dead, already returned to earth, already at peace,
a Christ dead and buried by others who are
themselves dead, that is the Christ of the
Holy Sepulchre, Christ lying in His tomb:
but a Christ whom one adoreH on the cross
is a Christ in agony, a Christ Who cries
out: "Consummatum est"~ And it is to
this Christ--the Christ Who exclaims QM~
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
to 1'\fhOIIl believe~s in agony pay homage.

me?2,6_-

The fai tb that Unamuno ascribed to St. Paul was one
that seems illusive.

He tells us that Faith is passive,

26Hatthew, 27.46.
27The Agony of Christianity, p. 19.
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feminine, the daughter of grace, not active, masculine,
and a product of arbitrary choice.

Th9 beatific vision

says l1namuno is for the world to come.

Fai th here below

is a 9ift from Christ Who rises from the dead, it is not
of the flesh.

28

It is given by that Christ Who had a

virginal body, and the members of Whose body are the
Christians,

29

according to the polemical phraseology of

Paul.
Here we can see clearly that l1namuno, especially when
speaking about what St. Paul wrote, was actually interpreting his ideas correc::tly.

When he speaks about the

Body of Christ and Christians belonging to it, he seems
to have understood correctly Paul's thought.

What Unamuno

says about the faith of St. Paul, however, seems a bit
prolonged and unrelated.

Unannmo saw that St. Paul re-

ceived the gift of faith through a rather unusual channel
and thereby draws a general conclusion that, "the letter
is seen, but the word is heard, and faith enters thro'ugb
bearing."
28

30

Romans, 10.7.

29 1 Corinthians, 6.16.
3o-.rb. AgonY of Christianity, p. 74.
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l

Concerning the whole "agonic struggle" which Unamuno
seas in St. Paul, and which he feels is the whole of
Paul's life, he

co~~ents:

The Apost.le says of the P')lemic agony that

he who fights, he who is in agony, is
",ictorious over everything:
(1 Corinthians,
9.23). Paul himself, too, fought his good
fight, lived his good agony:
(2 Timothy, 4.7). Was he
victorious? In tb.is kind of battle, to
vanquisb is to be vanquished. Th.. triumph
of agony is death, and this kind of death
is perbaps eternal lif$. "Thy will be
done, on earth ad it is in heaven"; and
"Let it be done unto me accordin9 to Thy
word." The act of generation, too, entails
an agony.31
This idea of "totality thinking" which Unanmno uses

tbr0UCJbout his works is indicative of how be will interpret
St. Paul wben he speaks of that Which is central to the
theology of St. Paul, i.e., the Resurrection.
presently come to this important point.

We shall

It is well to

conclude this section witb the words of Unamuno wbich echo
the innermost 10ngin9 of his soul:
hast

ThOll

forsaken lUi?"

3l Thi c!.
32

I

p. "17.

Ibid. , p. 155.

32

"My God, my God, why

l

Chapter IV
Paul
Resurrection
Within recent years there has been a continuous
increase in awareness of the essential role of the
Resurrection of Christ in the Divine Plan of salvation.
This remedies a lacuna in specula-systematic theology
which sn often stressed the salvific value of the Passion
in the past that the

Resur~.ction

was treated as no more

than a personal reward for Christ, or a general motive
for increasing our faith in His mission.

Much of this

devaluation of the Resurrection stems from St. Anselm,
whose juridical emphasis on the Passion as redemptive
satisfaction made the Resurrection seem almost superfluous.

Even the teaching of St. Thomas, whose biblical

theology always disciplined his speculative, and Who
stressed equally Passion and Resurrection as efficient
and exemplary causes of our redemption, could not cilange
the mentality of theology.

Cajetan, for example, saw
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-Christ paying a price for our sins by 81s Passion, and
the . . .urr.ction served only as a motiv. of our belief
in 81s divine Ilission.

33

S. . of th.1l19b1ipta of th1.

-aern

r.action are

mention.d in the note below--.sp8cial1y th. work of
Durrwal1 and the c1octoral (S.8.D.) dissertation of Stanl.y.

33por a COIIPl.te coverage cf. 'I'.x. Durrwl1, D!.
".vreqJ;iu. A 'Dllq,l ,tp4x (1960). 'l'h1s wrlt ia a
translation by a. Shead of the second French edition of
La M8UJireqticm d. J',US, .,stjtr. d. SAj.ut, first pUblished in 1950 and r.viewed by M. C. BOisJDar4 in BeD'
1j,b1igue 58 (1951), pp. 128-129, s.cond edition was
revised and .nl&rCJe4, cf. Beyue libl1qy' 63 (1956) 303,
in 1956. ae"iewa of the Bng1ish translation in the
C,tholj.c .&b1lm Qgatt.e;:IX 23, (1961), pp. 352-354 (by
T. P. Jlcllwih) and 'D.lOloglcal Studle, 22, (1961), pp.
287-288 (by D. M. Stanley), D. M. Stanl.y, "Christ's
....urr.etion in .aulin. Soteriology" (1961) Apal.ata
'tbllea 13, r.vtewed in ~atholtc Bib1lca1 QplEt.rly, 24
(1962), pp. 234-235 ('1'. J. O'Rourke) and Dtom1Cfl
8t941's 23 (1961) pp. 652-653 (B. B. Maly), also the
,.ri.s of articl.. in fte010SlY Dig.st 8 (1960) by 5.
Lyonnet, "st. Paul and a Mystical Redea.ption", p. 83ae, "ae4eIlpt1ve Value of the "aurr.Cltton", pp. 88-93,
w. Van Roo, "The "surrectionl Instrullant of Grace",
pp. 94-98, C. Davia, "The Usen Chrtst ancl the L1 turgy" ,
pp. 123-126, also cf. "v. B. McElwain, 0.5.M., M.M.S.
De V.m In2VUM, (1960-61), pp. 113-116 (stoDebrldg.
Priory, Lak. Bluff, Illinois).
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In Pauline terms:

the Christian 1s in mystical identity

wi th Christ in His death, thereby passing out of this

earthly life he received from Adams with all its evil,
he ia also in mystical identity with 81m in His resurrection, so that the life he now leads is one of union in the
Resurrected Christ.

Passion and Resurrection are two

sides of the one action, the unique salvific event.

It

is in the liqht of this reappraisal of the Resurrection
which owes itself directly to the scriptural renewal of
modern times (probably stemminq fram Prat's work on St.
Paul), that 1 Corinthians, 15 must be understood.

We

will now look into Pauline thought on the Resurrection
in the light of this study.
(1)

'!'he Pact of the Resurrection (15. 1-34).

AgaiD

we meet the insistence of the trained Pharisee, Paul, that

he is speaking within a formal tradition, as a rabbinical

teacher hands on the oral and the written Torah to his
students in the schools:

paralabete, esti'kat., katechet.

--all Greek expressions of technical rabbinical expressions
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-for th1s proces..

'1'he laaguaf,fe of this first .ection

(15.1-7) i. non-Pauline and heavily Ar_ic, i.e., an
official teaching.

Apparently the COrinthians were doubt-

ing the very po••11>11ity of :bodily re.urrect1on, as the

Athenians had done before th. . (Acts 17.32) and ....tu.,
tla.. (Act. 26.23-23).

ftey had

DOt denied tlle resurrection of Chr1.t-ud Paul'. reply
will be to argue t.ut these go haD4 in haDd, our rasuraet10n and that of Chri.t.

What .a.l had told thea (PVe40lsa)

"as of first .t.IIportance" (en protois) is the death aa4
. .surrecUon of Christ a. the fulf11t.ent of tJae Scr1ptues
-the core of the Apos1:Ol1a keX'ygaa ( . . . p. 15 aboYe).
Wbat Paul says of t.he post-re.urrectional appearance. of

Christ. i. of special interest.

It . e _ t.o have been part

of a kerygMUc ouU1De fro. oral preach.1n9-and froa the
very earliest strata of the kexygJB&.

.otice the

s~try

of the adduced wi tne.se., as well as of the event. t1unaselve ••
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hoti Christos apethanen •••
kata tas 9r~has •••
hoti e~hl
(15.3)

hoti eqlgertai •••
kata tas graphas •••
hotl aphthl
(15.4)

ophthl alpha
eita tois dMelta
epel ta ••• 500 brethren ••• epei ta
ophthl Iak8boi
eita tois apostolois pasin.
(15.5-6)
There are various traditions, or reanants of the
one tradition, of the post-aesurrectlonal apparitions of
Chrlst preserved in the four Gospels, Acts and 1 Cor inth1ans.

III stucly1nq these tradltions one JILlst .eek to

avoid a facile concordl. . Which 19nores the possibllity
Of literary differences in the record of the . . . . event,
and. also the postulating of unlclty of eV8Jlts where the

dlfferences in the literary records cannot be satl.1aetorl1yexplained.
the records

~d

f t• .oat likely explanation of all

.e_ to be the following.
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ttoat.-_ _notiOD

~ace.

of __• • 1D tile . . .

'-tail. o£ Appu1t1OB

Place

•

lleclp1eDta

-_n-

stiac1pl.s
I .1_
the

hter

JlaaUODed 1a t1ae 1ft' 1a
~.16

t
12

I

Nt.28

...I

!f

i

.
Ii
~

-90 to Galil. .
to _
Je. . . -

-5_.-

-the El."...t;M_

-

Lk.24

13-32

3.
.~

7
••t~

7.10

14-18

16-2.

.. A?

sa

John

1

20. It-a.

_5))

6!!1

21,1-23

'P••rU

6

7.
36491

7b

1.4••
1._2

9

9,22,

,

Paul alone

Acta

I

20.11-18

.1 ana

-all tlIe apostle.-

I Cor.IS

9

-tM . ' _ _ -

I

'.re.~Dt.

26

.

Prom this parallel study of the records we nU.9'ht
draw up the following general conclusions.
There are appearances of the Risen Christ in

Ca)

Jerusalea (Judea) anet Galilee'l these seemed to have been
in the sequence of.

Jerusale~alilee-Jerusale.

(Ascensions).
(b)

Mt~

first Jerusalem

have preserved only the record of the
~arit1ons

to the women ("Mary Magdalene

and the other Mary" in Itt.28.l,9, "Mary Magdalene" in
Mk.l6.9) and po•• !bly to the Emmaus disciples if Mk.l6Il2Lk.24.l3-32, they both record the angelic ....age to the
women to tell the

~.tles ~

go to Galilee (also by Jesu.

in Itt.28.l0), thereafter Jesus appears to the Eleven in
Galilee

(~licitly

(c)
Me •• ianic

in Itt, ~licitly in Ilk.)

Lk. w1ahe. to

str~ss

the Jerusalea source of the

and eschatological event of the Church and so he

OI81ta (4al1berately, I think.

COIIPue lIk.l617+Mt.28.7,10

w1th Lk.24.6 on "Galilee"t) the Galilean

~parltion.

and

allowa (1) all the Jerusalem apparition. (former and latter'
to fu.e into one.

po••!bly 24136-49 pertain. to the po.t-
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Galilean Jarusalea apparitions.

It is only from Luke

that we know that Jesu8 "visibly· ascended froll Jensale.
(Act.l:4,8,12-Lk.24a36-52?).
(d)

.In. lB8ntion. both the initial Jerusalea

apparition. to the woaen (Mary Magdalene in 20.11-18)
and to the Eleven (20.19-29), and he .antion. the Galilean
a.pparitiODs explicitly and

~th

Peter (21.3,7,11,15-19, etc.).

very definite e.,ba.i. on
Accor4inVly, In.2l-Mk.16-

Nt.28 as revards general content.
Accordingly, it

He. . . .

ova

to

po.tulate a series

of apparitions, first in Jerusalem (wc::.en, _us, Peter,
the Ble...en) then 111 Galilee (the Eleven, the 500 brethren),
finally, baclt in Jerusal_ when the Apo.tles return from
Galilee at the order of Chri.t--and lOCk thaaaelves in
(J.... and the others).

There is a very

~rtant

opinion that the former

Jerasale. appearances to Peter and the Eleven tovether
are actually Wbat took place in Galile. and that He only
appeared to the WOllen in Jerusale. to have the Apostles
. .et

~

in Galilee.
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-If this hypothesis i. right, Paul may be giving us a
schematic but

~lete

recapitulation of the three stages

of the post-re.urrection

~pearances

in 1 Corinthians, 15

as follows:

(a'

in Jerusal.ea.

to Peter and the "Eleven" (5)

(b)

in Galilee:

(c)

in Jensal.ea again I

to the five hundred brethren (6)

to J . . .s and all the

others there (7)
'!'his very ancient kerygmatic fOrDlUla i8 intended
34
obviou.ly
to stre.. the role of Peter in the

~pari-

tions of the Risen Lord.
Last of all Christ appeared to Paul-a po.t-aesurrection equal. to, and IIlOre 1IIportant than, that of the
others.

Another statement of the tr14itigy1 nature of hi.

teach1Dg ends the passage .s it had begun it (15:11-15:1-3).

34J • B. Crehan, Sa.t,nt Peter' s Journey to B. . .u, in
~ 15 (1953), pp. 418-426 (thinks Peter was the unn_d
COIIPanion of C1aop'baa in Lk. 24:13-32 and places Lk.
24:35 on C1eopba,' lips). o. Cu1lmann, Peter, Discip1eApost1.~tyr (1953) p. 59 says, "The ri ••n Chri.t thereby
put the seal, so to speak, upon the distinction which during
his 1ifeti_ he luuI given .eter by Baaing h11B Cepha.. '!'he
pas. age 1 Corinthians, 15:5, WbiCh n .... Peter as the first
witne•• of the Re.urrection, is perhaps the earliest Christian teo.:+- that we pos••••• It
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This statement of the tradi tiona.l kerygma. was the
necessary first principle for the arguments Paul is gOing
to place against the idea of the Corinthians that they
themselves will have no resurrection.

This basis must be

inviolable--so he takes it from pure kerygma.

Next he

proposes two main a.rguments against their position.
ta)

.'n!!. Deeretical ArgU!!!nt (15,12-28). This first

theological or theoretical argument is built up both
negatively (15:13-19.

their point is incorrect) and

positively (15120-28:

the Apostolic teaChing i8 correct).

In both cases his central point is this:

Christ had de

facto risen from the dead, since we were in Christ .s a
corporate personality, we too have already arisen de jure
fro. the dead--its external manifestations in our bodies
is merely postponed.

JfOtica carefully that Paul's argu-

ment is not merely on the natural levell

if anyone has

risen (8.g. Christ) then all can and will ris..

That

could easily be abolished by stating that the resurrection
of Christ was a special unique lftiracle.

Paul'. &rglm8nt

stems from our mystical identity with the Ri.en Christ.
We are already risen fro. the dead.
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....

(i)

Negative Side (15:13-19).

The literary

structure of the argument is quite carefully worked
out as follows:
A.

i£ dead do not rise (13a)

B.

then, Christ is not risen (13b)

C.

but 1f Christ did not rise (14a) then a
1.

Apostolic preaching vain, their
faith usele.s (14b)

2.

Apostles are liars about God' 8 actions
(15a)

3.

if dead do not rise (linking to next
section) lSb)

A.

if dead do not rise (16a)

B.

then, Christ is not risen (16b)

C.

but if Christ is not risen (17a) then a
1.

their fal th i8 useless, they are still .
sinners (17b)

2.

and all dead Christians are lost
forever (18)

3.

living Christian. are to 'be pitied-fools~ (19)

Notice that 15:16-17a repeats 15:13-14a.
notice

35

15:17:

in your sins,

\I

Also

"if Christ is not risen ••• you are still
even after the Passion--so the Passion alone

does not provide salvation; the Resurrection is an integral
part

of

our redemption on the objective level.

As

the

Greek fathers always insisted, the Resurrection is,
equally with the Passion, a cause. of justification--on
the level both of efficient and exemplary causality, a8
st. Thomas explained.
'l'bis argument estab11.shes the negative side:

if dead

do not rise as the Corinthians maintain then they will a180
have to deny the Resurrection of Christ--whi<::h they would

not want to do.
(1i)

pgsitiye S14e (15:20-28).

Paul now proposes

the conclusions from the de facSo event of the Resurrection
of Christ.

Christ represented the group by the very fact

of His being and of His role.

At the first creation, Adam

3Ss. Vawter eM, "Resurrection & Redemption" in ~ 15
(1953) 11-23, T. Worden, "Christ Jesus Vbo died or rather,
who has been raised up," 1n scriJ,t;ure 10 (1958) 33-43, 11
(1959) 51-59.
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-had contained all mankind wi thin 1l11DBelf as a corporate
personality, at the Ifev Creation, the new
all men within hi. .elf, de Jure.
they had rece1vad from

Ad_,

Ad_,

contains

Mankind died to the llfe

and all that was eonta1ned

wi thin that life, at the death of Christ-in the corporate

unity of the cruc1f1ed Christ, ao also at Bis Resurrect10n
they &rOse to lead a life Which is that of the Risen

Christ, in the New Creation.

Christ ia the first-fni ts

of this New Creation and in Bis glorified huaanity Be

de

1ure

in Bis Resurrection.

But all thi.s must happen

accorcl1ng to the plan of Godl

it will be only at the

Parousia that our bodies will receive d. facto What Christ'.
baurr.otien obtained for them
thing to be defeated.

4- 'urel

death is the last

only then, at the final Parouala,

will the Son hand over to 8is Father the entire Rew
Creation which ls Hi.1'IlSelf and all redeemed and glorified
mankind in body and soul--the entire glorified Body of
Christ (15,20-28).
(b)

De

Pract1cal N9UMnt (15129-34).

The . .an1ng

of the opening words of this section bas never been

-

ascertained with certainty.

'!'here s _ to be two general

al ternatives.
(a)

Paul rafers to scae Corinthian ritual 11'1

favour of the de84--so they must believe they Will
arl.e (but how 10\114 that bellef effect the probl_
of bo41ly resurrection),
(b)

Paul refers iroD1cally and sarcastlcally

to the ordinary Chrlstian baptlaa a. be11'1g- ~ in the
Corinthians' op1nlon, a baptl_ into the dead, since
the 4ead cannot ariae, instead of being a baptism
lnto the living and glorified Chrlst.
The IIMm!r of the . .syrecUon (15 &35-58).

Baving-

argued the fact of oar "surrection in the future because

it 1. already contained 11'1 the past aesurrection of Chrlst,
Paul now turns to the

1!IlU\.,.

Bare he 1s at the core of

the Corinthian 41sbellef.
Be be9ins With a double parallel frca nature I

Ju.t

a. one .ows only the seed, and yet the full g-ra1n develops
from it (15.35-38), and Just a. 11'1 nature there are dlfferent bodie. but all sUll bodie. (e.9. earthly bodi.s.
beast, blrd, flsh, heavenly bodl...

--

sun,

JUn,

JIIOOft, starS)-80

-with our bodi...

lfext .aul •••• thes. pual1.l. to illu.-

trate bodily r ••urrection.

lie lUke. three succe.sive

poinu.

•

body is raised . . the opposite to it. s0wiD9
(15142-44),

•

body i8 raised in Christ, aa .own in Ad_
(15.45-49),

•

bocIy is raised in Christ at the .arouaia (15.50-58).

15&42-44.

In our natual .tate as a.s of Ad. ., u

all are contained in hia, our bodi.s are.
aorcU.d, \Male and natural.

peri.habl.,

In our glorified state, as all

are contained in Christ, they vill bel
910ri01lll, aU.Vhty, glorified (42a-44).

illlp8rislulbl.e,
In 8UJ8arya

there

has been a natural 'bo4y, there Will alao be a glorified
one (44b).

15.45=41.

once again .aul reverts to

the .Maa-chriat

parallel which is at the very basis of his entire tl\eology
of salvation.

lie u . .s this C!OIIIPU'i8Oft for two controversi.s.

that With the Ju4a1urs on justification (RoIIaDs,

5,12-20)

and that with the Corinthians on resurrection (1 Corinthians,

15,21-23, 45-49).

But basically it

18 the

s_

UM.

ready in 15121-23 he has established the parallel.
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Alfro.

,.-

Maa. death, froa Christ. resurrection.
this parallel is Mde .ore precise.

ROW 111 15845-49.

'the" fir8t M .....

who contained all Jl&Dk1nd in h1Iuelf as a ·corporate

personality." vas a psuche !ila (living soul).

ADd all

manlt1nd received from hill their natural lif_their . . . .
pnqh1lsoB (15144 aDd 45a).

was a

PM"

But the • .eCODd Ad. .• (Christ)

a§opoiopn (life-CJiving spirit' i.... 8uffuae4

with the spirit at 81. "surrection. as firat-fruits of the
lltew Creation). and our .... ppe!jlMti9 c:oaea :froa Ilia
(15144 and 15145b).
Ad. . ~ froa the dust (elt sria) in 15.47., but Christ
is froa heaven (ex OHanog) in 15847'b.
last

.,rd.

S

The _aning of this

ouranop. has been aaeh discussed.

Most

probably it refers to the Parousia itself-that is when
our bodies Will be glorified on the lIOdel and by the
efficacy of, the glorified 'body of Christ.

This can be

argued froa the total conbaxt of 151 !.o-S....-on the Parou8ia,
froa the parallel idea in 1 'fh. 1110 (. awa1 t Bi. Son

.H

tin ouranon") and 2 '!h. 117 ("at tba revelation of the
Lord Jesus Christ ap' ogranoD "), and lastly, froa the
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parallel theme in Phil. 3: 20-21 and 2 :6-11 ~

because

3,20-21 deals with the transformation of our bodies at
the Parousia and does so with verbal and theological
reminiscences of 2:6-11. which deals with the glorification of the body of Christ at His Resurrection and
Ascension.

Thus in Philippians there is prom1sed for our

bodies, at the Parousia. the same transformation (tapein6sis
and doxa) as was already accorded to Christ (etapein§sep
and doxa).
Philippians,

be

th~

1 Corinthians teaches the same doctrine as
at the Parousia. Christ's glorified body will

model and source for the glorification of ours.

Notice the paasaqe in 15:49 where Paul calle our
natural bodies the e1Js§n tou cboikou (image of the eartbl.y
one) and our qlorified bodies the e1JsC5n tou epow;anlou
(Image of the Heavenly One).

This is the first step of a

cOlQplete BiRn theology in Paul which will develop in
This 1s tba first
point.

.an' s body is an iJlage of

the earthly body of

Ad_ 1n itself, at the Parousla it will be ln the i_ge
of the vlorifie4 Bocly of Christ, as it was always contained
ln M . . Is, so was it always contained in Christ's.
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15,50-58:

Paul now focuses closely on the Parousia

and our glorification, leading up to a triumphal shout of
victory.
'!'here is a problem in the reading of 15:51.

It can

be either:

*

all shall not sleep, but

•

all shall

all shall be changed,

sleep, but !!2t all shall be changed.

'!'he former has the support of Vaticanus and IIiOst
later manuscripts and means that the living at the time
of the Parousia will be iJaediately glorified-vi thOut
death.

The latter reading has the support of ,!1na1t1cu!

and Alexandrinus, and . . ans that all IIl\18t die but only
the good will be glor1fied.

The former reading is certain-

ly the correct one (BJ) in view of 1 Thessalonians, 4:16-17
and 2 Corinthians, 5:1-4.
When O1lr bodies are 9'lorif1ed, then will the work of
Christ be COIRPleteda

54-57 recapitulates 15:20.

Thus Paul

envisages a great cosmic salvation in proce.s--rather in
actualization of What has already been realized in Christ
for all-time and all-place.

Clarist 1. glorified and is

coammicating this to Hi. Cllu.rch on earth until the final
con.....tion at the .arousia.

-

Chapt.r IV
VnaJaUno
Resurrectlon
UnaDlWlO devotes a whole chapter In his Traglc
of Llf. (Chapter IV)
Cathollcl...

~

Sen••

to st. Paul and the .s.ence of

Por Vnaauno, all that Cathollcl •• po•••••e.

concernlng the Resurr.ction was originat.d by St. Paul •••
"Let us now approach the Chrlstian, Catholic, Paulin., or
Athanasian .olution of our vital probl. ., the hung.r for
il8lllOrtality."

36

This "discovery" say. UnaJlluno was prepared by the
JUdaic and Hellenic r.ligious process•• , and was,
ically, a Chri.tian discovery.

~clf

And its full achi.vement

was due above all, to Paul of Tarsus, the Hell.nizing J.w

and Phari ••••

37

Unanruno feels that becau.. St. Paul had not known
Chrl.t personally, he "discovered" Christ.

36Traglc Sense of Lif., p. 58.
37

Ibid.., cf. p. 62.
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In saying this,

Unamuno quotes from Wei.sacher the following:
It may be said that the theology of the
Apostle Paul is, in general, the first
Christian theology. (Das apostolische
Zeitalter der Cbristlichen Kirch.
Preiburq-i-B., 1892).38
ADd Unaauno hiluelf continues.

And although Paul did not know Christ, he
felt Hia born again in hilaself, and thus
.aul could say, " • Nevertheless, I live, not
I, but Christ lives in me' (Galatians, 2:20).
And Paul preached the Cross, unto the Jews a
stUJlbling block, and unto the Greeks foolishness." (1 Corinthians, 1.23), Ind the c.ntral
doqtrine for the converted Apostle was that
of the Resurrection of Clu:i.t. 39
Unamuno states that the iaportant thing for St. ,aul
was that Christ had been _d. man and had di.d and had

risen again, and not

~t

Be did in this life--not his

ethical work as a teacher, but Bis religious work as a
giver of i.-,rtality.

And it. was St. Paul, Uruuauno rea1nds

us, Who WJ.'Ote tho.e iaIort.al worda:

"lIlow if Christ. be

preached that He rose froa the dead, how say

S(88

you that there is no resurrection of the dead?

aJIOnC,J

But if

there be no resurrection of the d.ad, then Christ is not

38 lbid ., p. 62.
39D!!!., pp. 62-63.
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risen. and if Christ is not risen, then is our
va~.

and our Faith is

al80

vain ••• '1'ben they also whiCh

are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.
life only

\M

preaCh~9

If in th1s

have hope in Christ, we are of all . .n the

most ai.erable."

(1 Corinthians, 15112-16).

The reminder of U1l&lR\Ulo that "it is possible to

affirm that henceforth he who does not believe in the
bodily resurrection of Christ may be
cannot be specifically Christian.

~~istophile

but

It is true that Justin

Martyr could say, that "all those who are Christian who
live in accordance with reason, even though they may be
dee.-d to be atheists,

&8

a.oDg the Greeks, Socrates,

and Beracli tus, and other such", but this Martyr is he
a Martyr-that is to say witness--of Christianity?
~us

NO. 40

it was, Unamuno tells us that this dogma, inward-

ly experienced by Paul of the resurrection and i.mortality
of Christ was the guarantee of the resurrection and
1JmIortali ty of eaCh believer.

Indeed, the whole of Chrlst-

ology for UnaJlUllo i8 built up 1n St. Paul around this
doctrine of tb e resurrection.
40Did, p. 63.

Unaauno continues to explain St. Paul' s position
by saying that the end of redemption, in spite of appearanees due to an ethical deflection of a dogma properly
religious, was to save us from death rather than from sin,
or fro. sin in..ofar .s 8in iJlpli.s death.
died, or rather rose again, for _

And, -Christ

for each one

of

us.

And • certain solidarity vaa establiahed between God and
41
tis creatures.
If

And because Unaauno understaod the mind of St. Paul

concerning this point so vell (and we repeat. that
UnaDlllo did not believe u

It. Paul believed), he was

able to bring together the ele_nts in St. Paul whicb had
80

8lcb bearing on the resurrection and the living of the

full Chri8tian life.
A cl08e connection i8 ••en by unamuno between The
Sacra.ent of the Eucharist and the Re8urrection.

-And

by thi8 central doc.;paa of the :aesurrection in Christ and
by Christ corre8ponds likewise a central sacrament, tbe

axi8 of popular Catholic plety--the Sacrament of the

41~., p. 63.
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Euchar1st.

In 1 t is a4a1nistered the Body of Chri.t, Which

1s the bread of immortality.

Th1s sacrament is genuinely

rea1ist--dinslicb, as the Germans would say--wh1ch . .y
without great violence be tran.lated ". .teri.l.-

It i_

the .aeraaant !lOst genuinely ex opere operato# for which

is sUbstituted among Protestants the i4e.li.tic .acrament
of the word.

PUndaaenta11y, it 1_ concerned with-and I

say it with all possible respect, but without wi.hing to
_acrifice the expression of the phrase--the eating and
drinking of God, the Eternalizer, the fe.U.J'l9 upon Ria.~

question asked at Rtceea,

Vnamuno uk. again.

42

Qui4 ad .eternit&tf!,

Be an .....r. what was 9iven in the

Creed of that COUncil.

"resurrection. . IIOrtllOrua et vite

venturi saeeuli"(the resurrection of the dead and the llfe
of the world. to 00II8).

In eoaaenting on this phra.e ln

connection with the Jtesurrectlon,

DnaJlUftO,

quotes a poe.

w.ri tten on a tombstone in the cemetery of Mal10na (his
native town of Bilbao).

42

~.,

pp. 66-67.
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Aunque e.tamos en polvo convertidos en Ti
seiiorr nu.stro, esperanza fl.a, que tornare.,s
a vivir ve.iiao. con la carne y la piel que
nos cubr!a.
('1'hou9h we are become dust,
In Thee, 0 LorcJ, our hope confide. that we
shall live again clad in the flesh and skin
that once covered us).
"With the s _ bodie. and soul. that they hacJ· ••• So
much so, that it is orthodox Catholic doctrine that the
happines. of the blessea is not perfectly oo.plete until
they recover their bocJie..

They l ...nt in heaven, says

our Brother Pedro Malon de Chaide of the Order of Saint
Augustine, a Spaniard and a Basque (LQro de la ConversiOn

fe

'J.-

11 MaQ4tl.Aepa, part IV. Chapter IX) and "this l_nt

springs from their not being perfectly whole in heaven,
for only the soul is there, and altboU9'h they cannot
suffer because they se. God, in Whoa they unspeak1ngly
delight, yet with all this it appears that they are not
wholly content.

'!'hey will be so when th.y are clothecJ

with their own bocJies ... 44
"way-laying" of reason in
favor of .entiment ancJ feeling, 91ves us an 8XUtple frca

43~., P. 66.

44Did., p. 66.

St. There.a to illustrate how even she "felt" about the
Eucharist in relation to the resurrection to come.
"Little wonder if St. '!'heresa tells us that when she
was communicating at the monastery of the Incarnation and
in the second year of her being Prioress there, on the
octave of St. Martin, and the Father, Fra) Juan de la Cruz,
divided the Bost between her and another sister, ahe
thought that it was done, not because there was any want
of Bosts, but because be wished to 1IIOrtify her, 'for I
had told bim how much I delighted in Hosts of a large aize.
Yet I was not ignorant that the size of the Bost is of no
___nt, for I know that
the smallest particle.'

feeling another.

our

Lord is whole and entire in

Here reason pulls me one way,

And what 1DIportance for thia f •• ling

have the thousand and one difficulti.s that arise

f~

the .ystery of this sacrament?

reflecting rationally

~on

What is Divine Body?

And the Body in so far as it is the

Body of Christ, is it Divine?
1mIIortalizing Body?
accidents?

What is an t.mGrtal and

What is substance separated froa

Bowadays we have greatly refined our notion

of _teriality and substantiality.
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• •• And this aacr.-nt

of the Eucharist. is the iRaortalizill9 sacramen t ·par
excell.nce.· and ther.fore the axi. of popular catholic
pi.t.y....

Por wbat. is specific in t.h. Cat.bolic r.ligion

i. l_ortallzat.ion and not. Justification in the Prot.e8tant. ••n ... •

45

Unammo kn.w that. the true Christ.ian aWees
46

anot.her Christ

·St.. Paul lenew this well,

~elf

he experienced

Chri.t. being born. being ia agony and dying wit.hin hi.self ... 47

UnaJIUDO

could now relat.e t.hJ.s "being born. being

in agony. and dying" to ot.ller human beings.

.. and so. it

is not. only with respect to Christ. but with re.pect to
.....ry hwaan ADd divine power. with re8pect to every
living and eternal huaan being Wbom one compr.hends with
a mystical und.rstanding, where the knower and the lover
become the known and the belOVed.·

48

BecaU8. Una.mo contradict8 hiDlS.lf many times in
many ways. it i8 difficult to specify What. 11. is in fact

45.1!:Wl. p. 67.

"De Atony of Christ!ani ty, p. 24.
47

Ibiet •• p. 24.

48 Xbid ., p. 26.
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rI:
,I:

1,'\

1 1

:1 1

j!1

!II!

'Ii

saying.

We have seen that his thought is close to that

of St. Paul.
th•••

S~

But, ware we t.o quote other passag•• from

two books we have been quot.ing so extensively,

we might very well

come t.o • different conclusion than

the one pr"posed.

The fact is, Unaauno had a keen grasp

of What St. Paul was saying.

When a man understands the

mnd of another and still doe. not. believe what that.

other manifest.s in words, then we are fairly cert.ain of
an objective interpretation, and that i. good.
plays on words.

UnamuDO

And the words of St. Paul, are for

Vnamuno, no exception.

After telling us in a rather vivid

way the thought of st. Paul, Unaauno proceeds to cloud
that vision with uncertain words:
Christ.ianity, or rather Christ.endea, from
the t.ime of its birt.h in st.. Paul, was not.
a doctrine, although i~ expressed itself
dialect.ically. It. was a way of life, it
va.s Stru991e, it was agony. The doctrine
was the Gospel, the Good Tidings. Christiani t.y, Chriatendoa, was a preparation
for death and resurrect.ion, for eternal
life. "If Christ 1s not risen fro. the
dead, then va are the IIOst IRiserable of
men," said Saint P&111. 49

49Ibid., p .. 28 ..
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For Unamuno Christianity was the cult of a God-Man,
Who was born, suffered, was in agony, died and rose again
from the dead in order to transmit His own agony to those
who believed in Him.

For, the Passion of Christ was the

center of the Christian cult.

And the Eucharist, the.

symbol of His passion, is the body of Christ Who dies and
is buried in each and everyone of those who are united
with Him in Communion.

Bet When Jesus died and Christ

was reborn in the souls of all the faithful, to per,petuate
His agony in them, then the belief in the resurrection of
the flesh originated and with it the belief in the immOrtality of the flesh (U as the Hebrews would understand it",50
of the soul (as the Greeks interpreted it) came to full
fruition in the agony of st. Paul, a Hellenized Jew, a
Pharisee, who expressed it stammeringly in hi. powerful
polemical Greek idiom.

51

Commenting on st. Paul (and now he interprettt, UnaJllUllO
says:

"P. L. Couchoud i8 correct when he says (in La

~
I
Mystere
de Jesus,
pp. 37 and 38 ) that the Gospel

50 Ibid ., p. 31.

5l lbid ., pp. 31-32.
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•

does not

-

"

!.II.
!,

I!

pretend to be history, a chronicle, a fact.ural narrative,
a biographical document', it calls itself "Glad Tidings."
And St. Paul calls it "Mysterium" (Romans, 10:15-16).

It

is Divine Revelation."
TO save face with the Christians, and to convince

himself that he and St. Paul are actually saying the same
thing, Unamuno attempts a summary of what he has been
saying in difficult words.

His final COIDI1I8nts in :lDI.

Agony of Christianity, in Chapter II, "What is

Cl~istianity",

give us his whole outlook on St. Paul and his idea of
resurrection:

..... and saint Paul, the spiritualistic

Pharisee, sought the resurrection of the flesh in Christ,
not in a physiological but a historical Chri8t •••• And this
is why there is doubt-dubium--and stru99le--c!uellura--and
agony.

The Epistles of Saint Paul offer us the most

sublime example of an

"aqonic'~

style.

This style is not

dialectical but agonic, for in Saint Paul's Epistles there
is no dialogue, but strife and polem.ic dispute."

52llUB.., pp. 33-35.
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52

paz

Chapter V
Paul
Chri.tian Life
To

understand

~iell

St. Paul's conception of the

Christian life. it is imperative that we give at

le&~t

a summary exegesis of at least one pertinent passage in
st. Paul concerning this important point.

We

have chosen

to take the fourth chaptel.· of his Epistle to the Ephesians.
It is interesting to note at the outset, that this
definite statement of Pauline theolOgy (Chapter IV) in
Ephesians, has a much larger parenthetic than doctrinal
section I

out of 155 verses, 64 are doctrinal and 85 moral

(2 introduction. 4 are conclusion).

For Paul, life in the

Risen Christ is what counts and doctrinal and parenthetic
distinctions are only different ways of lookinq at this
life. 53

53po~ a clear exposition of this point cf. H. Lies.,

"In vinculo paci.... (Ephesians, 411-6), in Verbwn
Domini: 13 (1933), pp. 289-2941 F. Ogara, "Solliciti
servare unitatem Spiritus in vinculo pacis," also in
Verbum Dominil 15 (193~), pp. 292-301.
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Here we meet the basic themes which characterize
Paul's ideas on Christian life, Body-unity, the charismatic
gifts (externals thereof).

This seems to be Paul's most

fundamental conception of the Church's life in its totality.
In the realm of active life the Church is essentially the

Body of Christ abiding in history with both its externals
and internals--the externals are the charismatic gifts
which are the out'tTud expression of the dynamism of the
Pneuma of the resurrected Christl its internals are the
virtues and most especially, love, Which are also born of
the Spirit's force within this Body-unity.

These three

themes of Body-unity, Charisms and virtues occur in
1 Corinthians, Romans, and Ephes ians and wi thin

parenthetic section of each Epistle mentioned.
impossible to consider this

juxt~position

the
It is

as merely for-

tuitous--it must represent a basic idea of Paul on the
Church's '.ife.

And quite obViously, this undercuts a

discussion of charismatic Church
Church I

VB

jurisdictorical

for jurisdiction is a c.harism of the Church.

54

CrOSRaD,

Dominic, O.S.M •• MMS,
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SSe

54

308, p. 103.

The following table give. the

~arative

re1ation-

ship of the.. the".1

BASIC PAUl,ID '1'JIBMBS OP CBRISTJAR LIPB
1 COr.

Literary element.

Rea.

-

COl.

Bph.

I

~ody-un1ty (in external.)

12112-27 1214-5

3115

12.28-31 1216-8

3116-17 4.7-12

4:13-16

I
I

:Char1... (externals)

!Virtue. - Love (internal.) 1311-13

1.

12:9-13 3112-14 4:1-6

The V1£tue. of Body-unity (4.1-6).

. . .1me... pat1ence aDd love are the v.t.rtue..
Tr1n1tarian source of .alvationa

Bwa111ty,
Sotice the

'ntgM (4.4). Kuio.

(4:5) and Patlr (416), and .ant. -triple- acceptance of
this Trinitarian salvation by agap! (4:3), .lpi. (414)
and pi.ti8 (4:5).

And all of this coale.ces into perfect

unity by the .even-fo1d repetition of the . .ven -one-. 1A
414-6.

The hen 8&1& kat hen pnewaa (414) refer., of

cour.e, to our unity in the one glorified Body of Chri8t
suffu.ed totally and efficaciou8ly by the PDeU!! of the
New Creation at the Re.urrection.
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Rotlce alao the clo. .

serves to warn us against any spirituality of virtue
which sees thea as isolated personal adornaents of the
1nd1vidual.

One's own virtues are always part of the

Church and their laCk or their pre.ence reflects on the
entire Body-unity.
2.

,Ib- Charisma of lOdy-pnlty (4,7-12).

This ls an

extremely 1lIpOrtant facet of Paul's d1.scussion of Bodyunity.

Paul's polnt ls that the entire activlty of the

ChurCh i. the external and vlslble manlfestatlon of the
Pneuma of the Risen Christ within the Church.

In the

early ChurCh these charismatic gifts were usually

acc~

panted by miraculous manifestations which were necessary
to assist the fal th of the Church's infancy but would

gradually disappear as faith rendered thea (i.e., the
Ill1raculous part) unnece.sary.

But the.e gifts the_.lv.s

are still existing in the Church but are s.en only in
faith--the hierarChic structure, the sChools, the hospitals,
the charities of the Church are all charls. .tic ev.t.dence
of the Pneuat within her, only the externally visible
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JI1racul.ous overtones are no lonqer present.

All the.e

charis. .tic gift. coae fro. the ri.en Christ as such
(4.7-10-Phi1.2.6-11).

The list of gifts i8 the shortest

of all the lists in Paul--l

COrin~ans

1218-10 mentions

9, 12.28 has 8, 12.29-30 record. 7, Romana 1216-8 has 7
alao, but Bphesians 4.11 Which ia the Chronologically
final list, is alao the sbortest with only 5 chari...
mentioned
teachars).

(~stles,

prophets, preachers, ·shepherds,·

Thus, the lists get shorter each time Paul

recorda the. and in

~s

final cue all the 9ifts pertain

to the teaching-ruling function of the Church.

Wbanever tpOstolo1 are mentioned in these lists, they
always appear in the first place (1 Corinthians 12128,
12,29, Ephesians 4.11), ·prophets"

~pear

in all five

lists, and "teachers" appear in four lists.

The.e t1llO

charisDUJ are the same ones mentioned in Acts 1311, and
th.s. title. . .y well have designated specific and illPOrtant
functions in

the early Church, for exaaple, in 1 COrin-

thians 12:28 only apostles, prophets and teachers are
specifically spelled out as first, .econd and
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~rd.

The

following is only a suggestionl
the

ApOstles was to be the wi

the aual function of

tn.....

to the

Je.\I.-

tradi tion in every Church, and especially to His resurrection, and alao to b. the official interpr.ter. of the Old
Testament prophecies with regard to the par.on wnd activity
55
of the Mes.iah and the adYent of the eschatological era.
Possibly, than, the teachers and prophets were coDsidered
as the re.pective heirs of these

two

Apo.tolic functions--

the proph.ts explain.d the Scriptures and the teachers
~unded

the Jesus-tradition.

'l1!! BojY=tln1tx (4113-16).

3.

In all the cases where

Paul develops this par.nthetio theme of the BocIy-uni ty a.
source and .nd of the external diversity of virtues and
gifts, he uses

55s.
d1t1011

(~licitly

Gerhardson,

or explioitly) the analogy of

....,ry

and ManuscrlRt.

Oral '1'ra-

an4 Written Trlllw•• ion in Rabbinic Juaais. y4

BarlY Cblistianity (Acta Seminarii Neot.stamentlci
Upsalien,i., 22, 1961), p. 234, NAnd the Apo.tles were
consid.red to be the bear.rs both of the tradition of
Chri.t, and of the correct interpretatioD of the scriptures."
Por an analysis of this very iqj)Ortant 'WOrk s •• , J. A.
Fitzmyer, ......,ry and Manuscript. The Origin and '1'ransDlis.ion of the Gospal Tradition, in De Studies 23 (1962)
pp. 442-457.
II
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the human body with its unity, hierarchy, di versi ty and
growth.

But Ephesians alone 1s the fullest expression of

this idea of Body-unity, for it mentions all four pointsl
unity, diversity, hierarchy and growth, also, in Ephesians,
the analogy of the hwaan body 1s never exp11ci tly mentioned--as it was in 1 Corinthians 12112 (kataeer gar) or

Romans 1214 (]s.thJ..per

gv!.

A quick comparison of the

development of the theme in all four loci makes this
clear.

fte KeanJ.ng of Bocly-Vn1ty in St. Paul

Literary Bla.ents
as
hUllan
body in

80

Christ'.
Body in

1 COr. 121 Rom. 12

d1ve%'_.i~

12.
l2b.14-21

h1erarch~

22-26

un1t--.Y

COl. 3

Eph.4

lSb
15.

13 •

4a
4);)

l.9rowth

1W'l1tv

41vere1t1
h1........ ~.
h

.-l.3b
13•• 29-30
27-28
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Sa
5b

1~

1 Sb-16a
_llh-15a.
l6b

Thus, Ephesians is once again the

"defi~itive

state-

ment" (unity, diversity, hier.rchy, growth) in this c.se,
of the Body-unity of the Church and Christ.
Once again we meet the term pleraIDa in 4: 13--in the
same sense as in 1:23 and 3:19 and once again with emphasis
on the necessity of the p11rq!a being filled up and perfecteCi.

'!'he end of this is:
eis andra teleion,
81a matron i11k1.. toG plirOmato8 tou Chr1atou
(4:13)

The "perfect man" is not the Chr1stian individual but
rather the individual-collective Christ Who ts not "perfect
man," until the full plir&aa has been realized at the
Parousia.

Notice the residue of Co1heresy here in 4:14--

the speci.l emphaSis on the hierarchy of Christ within the
Body-unity (4:15).

The Spirit, which is the power (enarg.,.)

of the Body flows into the members only in and through
their risen Head.
±117-24:

Paul reverts to the theme of Gentile sin,

as he did earlier in Romans 1:18-32 and Ephesians 3:1-2,
but in this passage it is not a question of er.! but of
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tbe pre.ent abiding reality of sin among the Gentile. in

this pre.ent world.

It ls quite clear that Paul knew all

too well that there was danger of his converts falling
bac:1t into sin and deserting the unity With the atsen
Chri8t.
B.

On 4.23 -24 8ee p.

89 above.

Particp.l.g Precepts (4.25-6.20).

'!here now

follows a list of specific precepts which shows in so.
detail how the Christian life is to be 184 in practice.
With so. . artificiality we can divlde the Ide.s a8 follows.
1.

Christ in personal ag4 social 11fe (4.25-5.20).

The adaoaltl0ft8 lnc1ude.

56

lying (4:25a', wrath (4.26-27),

theft (4128) and foul or abusive speech (4.29-31), and
they are proh1bi tee! either on the gr01lD4s of our _Jiber-

relationship to one another (4:25b) or OIl the presence
WitlUn us of the Pneuma of the :al8en Christ (4130,.

To

counteraat these vices Paul proposes the virtues of klndness, . .rc:y, and forgivene.s (4.32).

Notice, in 4.32,

56
B. Lie.e, '1'111i 1ucls, non 1 . . tenebrarwa'
(Ephesians 511-9), in Verbum pom1ni 12 (1932), 33-38.
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that we are to f01"9ive one another as (kI,th8,) God
f01"9ave ('c'hariSI1;O) us in Christ, which i8 anoth.r
proof that Paul DIver s ••s Christ' s work as some .ort of
juri4ico-eCOllOlUc repayment of a debt to God (Shylocktheology).

Our gratuitous forgivene.s of one another is

the perfect reply we can make to

God'.

gratuitous forgive-

n.ss (-loving liberation) of us in Christ.
Another s.ri.s of admonitions i8 overtured by 5.1-2
which has

so.e unusual feature. in it.

Plul invites his

reader. to be -imitator.- (I!1aItal) of Gocl.
foun4 elsewhere ln Paul.

Thls ls not

Usually he h1Juelf 1. proposed

a. the on. to be 1111tated (1 'fha.aalonlan., 1.6, 2 'fhe8salonlans, 3.7, Philippian8 3 .17, 1 COrinthlan., 4.16,
1111, Galatians, 4112).

But these latter vere

which he hl. . .lf ha4 foun4ed

80

~!le

churchet.

they late" hi. personally.

57

This refers to the accepted rabblnlcal tradltlon that the
disciples of a Rabbi looked upon their master's Ictions
and worcts aa offlclal lnterpretation of the Torah and were

57

D. H. Stanley # • ,eCOM 1JI1y.tora of . . ' I .!!!!.
Plulige Concept of APostollc nad1tiO!'!. ln Bib 40 (1959),
pp. 859-877.
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to be 1Ia1tate4 aa such.

58

.aul was aware, no doUbt, of

his .pecial role in the .prelld of the Church a. Suffering'
Servant to the Gentile. but, in thi. ca.e, the . _ appeal
could be aa4e to all who follow the Pnewaa-lif..
that there i.

DO

1a1tat10n of God.

lIotice

que.tion of con.t1 tuent be1n9 in thi.
'1'be being of the Chri.tian

co.e. exclu-

.1valy froa hi. participation in the Ri.en Chr1.t (COlos.1ans, 311-4) and his action. are the external .an1f•• tation
of that particiPation.

It is only on the _at practical

level that .aul us•• thi. idea of "1mitation"--thare i. a
close bon4 here between 4.32 aDd 511-2.

Paul'. theology

i. one of "participation" an4 tlU. "1Ja1tation" 1. a44uc:e4
here only with r8C)ard to fOZ'9iven....

Ifotice the empha8i.

on love a. pre-ua1nently that wbercy the life of the ti.en
Chri.t 1a .anife.ted in the world-this 1a why it i. the
••cond of the theoloqical virtue. in .aul (-life aa continuance).

588 • Gerhardaon, OPe cit., pp. 292-293, " ... Paul
treats all he aays, wri tea or doe8 for a convregation a.

a 'kind of tranana1.a1oru the pas.ing on of revelation,
of the .s.ave of joy, of teachings, rec~ndation8 and
authori tativa directions-all froa COd. II
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Paul then mentions so.e very serious vices vb1ch he
considers vorthy of excoJBWlication, Bphesians, 5.5 does
not merely refer to possible eternal damnation but to
present expulsion frOlR the people of God (cf. 1 Corinthians,
5.1-5 + 9-13, 6.9-11).

'!'bere i8 the usual sapiential

antithesis of negative/positive throughout this section
(do not, but rather do).

!'he short invocation of 4.14

. .st have been taken from

SOlIe

aarly Christian hy.n (it

is not biblical) and possibly frca the baptismal liturgy
(cf. B8brews, 6.4, 10.32).
2.

Christ in no.s:tjc Life (5121-6,9).

The th_ of

this s.ction is given in 5:2l--autual reverence.

This

takes up and develops the parenthetic and 4oII.est1c section
of COlossians, 3,18-4.1.

The sequence 1s the sue in each

cas. but Bphesians 1s much JROre developed (21/9 verses)
than COlossians.

Each of the three parts begins with the

·subordinate" party (wives, children, slaves):
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...
Parallel Sequences in Col 3118-411 and Eph 5.21-618
Literary Elements

I
II
~II

Col 3:18-4:1

Eph 5:21-618

wives to busbands
hl:ebands to wiv.s

3118
311t

5122-24
5.25-33

children to parent.
parents to children

3.20

611-3
614

3.21

slave. to mastera
.asters to alave.
(a)

3122-25

615-8

•• 1

6.9

Wives and ausbands.

'l'h1s ia the longeat of the

three •• ctions on domestic life (12/4/5 verse.) and the
.econd part of it on husbands to wiv•• i. twice .. long
. . the wive. to husbands part (7/3 ver••• ).

Only in this

section is ther. detailed allusion to the Christ-church
relatioDship as the baai. for the practical relatioDs of
the involved parties.
(i)

_riage

IS

SYEol of Christ=Chych UI\&U.

'l'h1s

is the first and most Obvious level of Paull. teaching in
5:21-33.

The Christian .arriage-bond i. JIOdelled on that

between Christ and 81. Church and serve. to ayslbolize that
relationship 1n all its facets.
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The

structure of .ach

statement begins with (1) marriage, then refers to (2)
the Christ-Church unity as
reverts to marriage.

~arison,

and finally (3)

Thus the structure i8 a repeated

stat_nt, comparison, restatement:
5:22-241
relatlonsh~

Wives to Husbands.

This consider. the

of wives to huSbands in the tri-partite

order mentioned above:
statell8nt (22):

WOl88n aust obey their husbands

<l.l.B.

gunaike' ••• to i8 apdrf!1P)'
comparison (23-24a)

I

the reason i8 the cc:.parison

to Chri8t-churCb unity, for (bo•••• alla bPs) Christ is
head of the Church and so the Church IlUst obey Ilia as Bead
and Saviour,

re.tateJaant (24b).

back again to JlUriage-thus

(houtos) wive. aust obey their husbands (ltM sn:an!j.lFe8
tOis a.n4ry1rd.
5:25-31:

Husbands to Wives.

of the marriage relationship.
demand of the

t1IfO

fti. is the other .ide

It 1. the IItOre d1fficul t

for surely 1 t is e . .ier to obey l1ke the

Church than to love like Christ t
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Paul uses the . _ triple

he doe. :1 t twice w.f.:th two 41fferent polnta of CGIIpU'iaoa.
Chri.t·.. love of preparatloa . .r.y Ba .ave<l tbe Church,

LoYe of pre.parat1on (5.25-28.)

(1)

wi....

etau.ent. (2Sa).

(1)>1 . . . . . .

(2)

hua'bande . .t love t!ae1J:'

llaDIals.·),

"PlY SOU

COIIpU"i801l (25b).

to Clu":1st. and the Church

UsatM,), WllO pX'CY#ed Hla love tor: 'ber lty 4eaUl
affect» are Mnt.1oned in • triple "1ft order

Wbo••

~t·

(hinl)

in 26 (purified by 'Oapt1_1 participation in lite death),

27. (wi t.hcNt .pot.-aeglt.1ve), and 2,.., (be holy an4 purepos1tlve) ,
(3)

r ••tateMnt (28.).

be reverts aga1D to tha

But ln 5.28b (-a. their: own bodi.s-) he add. a new

ft1. st.u'U a ••ooncI

_t, ..

CJCl. of

follow.
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.ta~at"COIIIPU'l8OD-na~

Love of

cons~tlon

atateaent (28b-29) I

(5128b-3l)
thls stateJaent coale.ces with

the restat..-nt of 5.28a--husbanda IIlUst love their vi.ves
ln the speclal love of bodJ.ly unlty pecullar to conjugal
If thi. love ls of one' a own very flesh, with what

love.

tenderness (thalai) ls it to be under8tood.
COIIparlson (30) 1

&9a1n the reference (ltathOs) to

Chrlst-ChurCh unlty for this is preclsely love Within
Body-unity as .aul baa always lnslsted, becau. . "we are
JB8JI'bers of 81s Body."
restatement (31).
on a

JUn' s

thls is a quotation of Genesis 2124

leaving parents to cleave to hi. Wife.

5,32-~31

these ver••••erve . . a recapitulation

with the .ame basic .tructure of stat_nt (32a), CODIparl80n (32b) and re.tate. .nt (33).
stau.ant (32a) 1
e.tin

II •

1_ that

"w .,tarion

touto -sa

Th18 i8 the a... use of . .terlon encountered

elaewhere in Paul.

It _ana the dlvine plan for C1u:'ist-

ChurCh unity ln the _alvlflc

l~ratioD

the life of the ti.en Chr1st.

of ..nkind into

aut 1s 1a called a "aystery"

to streaa that only JlSD! 18 1 t beCOll8 clearly revealed as

-

-

God's eternal plan--before this it was a MaystaryM (cf.

1 COrinthians 2.10, Bphesians 3.10-11).

In this entire

passage, cula1nat1ng' with a raference to marriage . . an
institution in Gene.is (5.22-31). Paul has been con.idering marriage ln relatlon to the Chrlst-church event.
Marriaga, then, is also a .yatary because what it was
to syrabOlize has only now beCOlB8 apparent.

Just as tha

Mystery is only now fully revealed in Christ and the
ChurCh so the Genesis-institution i. only now fully revealed for what it was.

Jlarri.,e i. !!U8te[10n ln so far

.s it was the 8YJ1bol of the . .sterlo!!..
C01IIpuiaon (321)>).
only in

80

marriag-a had this Maysury-baing'''

far as it vas intendecJ by God .l!I. Christ and

t:l&e Church, aa sytlbol of t:l&eir unity.
r8stat. . .nt (33).
section.

WhiCh

rec~itulat.s

the entire

love for one's wife,. reverence for one t

•

hus-

band.
(ii)

""rilSe as Sacrament of Cbrist-Church Unity.

In order to stucly this question we shall have to preface
a few introductory r8Jl&rlts.

Since the t1aa of the Council
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of Trent it has stressed that there are seven Sacraments,
no IIlOre and no less.

No doubt this vas a necessary state-

ment to offset Protestant dentals of soma of these sacramenta.

But it also tended to obscure one very vital fact:

there is only one supernatural life available to man--tbe
life of the Risen Christ, there i8 only one place Where
he

can qet in touch with this life, in the sacraaental

liturgy of the Church.

Therefore, the basic fact is that

the total sacrament, the plenitude of sacr...ntality is
the Body of Christ, the lisen Christ within the liturqical
Church.

Thus one is extre_ly happy to find that the

first statement of principles on the liturgy from the
Council's schema "De Sacra Liturgia U refers to Christ as
the foundation and prt.ordial sacraaent and of the Church
as the continuation thereof. 59
The

life of the Risen Christ wbich is also the life

of the Church is communicated to her ..-bers in bar sac-

59

In L'Ossenatore I.Omano for December 8, 1962 an
article entitled, aX principi generali della riforma
liturgica apprObati da1 COncilio" was pUblished and is
translated in !OrslQp 37 (1963), pp. 153-164.
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--Ma...

ramental liturgy in all it. ph....

.acraments and

sacramentals and in the continual liturgical r.-presence
of the .alvific events of h.r own advent.

Thus we have

seen that Bapti. . initiat.s the believer into the life
of the Risen Christ in the Church (Galatian. 3127) and
the Ma••-Eucharist i. abiding co..union--participat1on in
the death-re.urrect1on event made sacramentally present.

In the Euchari.t we receive the Risen Christ (1 Corinthian.
10a17).
(b)

Children and Parent, (6:1-4).

Baaed on Exodus

20.l2--this develop• •11ghtly the text of Colossians 3.2021.
(c)

Slave. and .... t.rs (6a5-9).

MOtic. the standard

biblical hyperbole of .. fear and trembl1nv" in 6: 5, cf. 1
Corinthian. 213, 2 COrinthians 7a15, Philippians 2112.
Develops slightly Colos.ians 3 a22--4.l.
(d)
life

,pir1tu~

.~d

coabat (6alO-20).

Snt1re Christian

up as sp1ritual COIIbat, cf. Is&1as 11.4-5,

59.16-18, Wisdoa 5.17-23 and also 1 The.salon1ans 5a8,
2 Corinthians 6a7, 10.4, ao.ans 13.12.
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This theme is

very frequent in Qumran documents also.
A statement like Ephesians 3:13 is to be taken

literally and realistically.

For Paul, suffering is the

outward sign of our participation in the Cbrist-event, it
18 therefore something to be glad about because it is the
tangible, visible help for our faith that we have also
participated in the rest of this Event and will ult1Jaately
participate in the doxa of the Pnewaa (of. COlossians 1124,
ao.ana 8117).
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Chapter V
Unamuno
Christian Life
The

Christianity of Unamuno and, consequently his

Christian life, is a life explained only in terms of
struggle.

It is a Christianity in agony. But tt agony
60
than is struggle."
And Unamuno tells us plainly that
"Christ came amongst us to bring us agonYI
not peace.

Be

told us so 81mself I

• Do

struggle,

not imagine

that I have come to bring peace to the earth, I have come
to bring a sword, not peace.

I have come to set a man

apart from his father, and the daughter from her mother,
and the daughter-in-law fro. her mother-in-law, a man's

eneates shall be the people of his own house' (Jlatthew
10134-37)."
Because "Christianity represents that universal
spirit which has its roots in the deepest inwardness of
human individuality," 61 the Christian life for Unamuno is

60Th• Agony of Christianitx, p. 17.
61
lJ?&d., P • 3.
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one lived and explained only through a personal strife
"Since Christianity i8 a strictly individual and thus
simultaneously a universal problem, What I am going to
r.veal to you, dear reader, is my own agony, my own strife
for Christianity, the agony of Christianity within me,
its d.ath and resurr.ction at every moment of my inner
lif.... 62
Unamuno insists that in the religious sphere, and
more especially in the sphere of the Christian religion,
it is

~s.ible

to discuss questions of general, religious,

universal interest without imparting to them per80nal or
rather individual Characteristics.

He says that every

Christian 1n order to demonstrate his Christian existence,
must of necessity say to himself,
as Pilate said "ecce

hoao~"

Necce Christianus,"

The Christian mast lay bare,

as it were, his Christian soul, the 80ul which he has
created for hiaself in the course of his struggle, his
Christian struggle.

And since "it is the' goal of life

to create for oneself a soul, an immortal soul, a soul

62 Ib1d ., pp. 6-7.
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which is the fruit of our own travail, U then

Uwe

bequeath

a soul--our own creation--to history.u63
Unanamo testifys that people often speak of the
·struggle for life,· but this struggle for life, according to hi., "is life itself ••• and its totality, it is
64
simultaneously the struggle it.elfM--the ·Struggle·~
And if life is a struggle, and the universal will-to-live
is a struggle, then it manifests itself in struggle.
Unamuno never tires of repeating, uthat what unites each
individual man with hillSelf, what produces the innermost
unity of our lives, is our inner discords, the internal
dialectic of our discords.

And like Quixote, ..... can make

peace with ourselves except in dYing.,u6S

unaauno in saying that all life is struggle concedes
that we are all members of society.

Indeed, his extreme

individualism leads him to portray thus the Christian lifel

63.1!?!!! • , p. 7.
64~., p. 8.

6S Ib14 ., p. 9.
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-But since the Christian is a . .mber of
society, a civic being, a citizen, bow
can he be disinterested in social and
civic life? Alas, the fact is, that
Christianity demands absolute Solitude, the
fact is, that the 'dea~ of the Christian
~ife is the life of a Carthusian Wbo leav.s
father and mother and brothers for the sake
of Christ, wbo renounces the wish to become
a faaily aan, a married man and a father.
But this ideal is impossible of fulfill. .nt
if the hwun race is to survive, if Christendom in the sense of a social and civic
community of Christians is to survive, if
the Church itself is to survive~ And herein consists the real terror of the agony of
Christianity.-66
Although Unaauno 'WOuld have lilted to lay before his
readers an ideal Christian way of liv1nq, he could not.
Bis ruqqed 1ndividualis. did not permit him to do so.

Be

says that the real terror of the aqony of Christianity is
the fact that it has as its ideal an !Japoss1.ble task.

He

says in another place that "it is the hera! t only who

~proxiaates the ideal life of the individual Christian.,,67
And then proceeds to tell us aqain, "But the truth is that
individual Christianity is to be found no where except in
the state of celibacy, Christianity in the hearth of the

66.D!A., p. 81.

67~., p. 94.
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family is no longer pure Christianity but rather a
compromise with the world."
It is to be remembered that Unamuno lived as a family
man (he had nine children) and yet he considered hi. .elf
a true Christian strug9ling for
Yes,. always and ever.
society.
life.

~rtality.

Contradiction?

This was Unamuno's contribution to

His constant contradiction was his way of living

In contradiction he lived and died.
Unamuno also gives us a distinction of two classes of

Christians I

those of the world, of the saeculp--sMcula

means generations--the Christian of civil life, those ¥bo
raise children destined for heaven, and then there are
the pure Christiana, the clOistered religious, the

monash", the former propagate the flesh and with it
original sin, Wbile the later propagate the solitude of
the spirit.

It is poSSible, however, to carry the world

into the mist of the cloister. to contaminate the cla,struJ! with the saeculum and, conversely, to harbor the
spirit of the clOister in the middle of the world. 68
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The.e two categories of Christians, according to
Unamuno, if they are dedicated to the religious lif.,
live in inner contradiction and thus in agony.

'l'he

religious who safeguards his virqini ty, the monk who
pre.erve. the seed of that flesh Which he believes destinecl to rise again, Who accepts the title Father, or
Mother in the case of nuns, dre . . . of the illl8)rtali ty
of the soul, dream. of his survival in history.
If the entire Christian life is one of struggle,
What of peace?

Is there such a thing as peace even for

Unuamo' s pure Christian?

His answer is typical when he

says that peace (this kind of peace) can grow only out of

war, just as a certain kind of war can be won only in
peace.

And this precisely is agony for unaauno.

Christianity fOr Unamano is itself defined "agonistically," polemically, in terms of struggle.

He observes

that perhaps it is even more important to determine what
Christianity is not.

Christianity is certainly no "is.,"

no philosophic doctrine like Platonism, Aristote11an1sm,
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l

Cartesianism, Kantism, or Hegelianism.
rather denotes the quality of

~e1ng

This glorious word

- a - Christian."

As

"humanity" denotes the quality of being human, so "Christianity" has come to serve as designation for the Christian
'\ quality of a supposed community of Christians, a Christi.an
society.

But this is "obviously an absurdity, since

society kills Christianity, Which is always an affair of
69
solitary individuals."
Finally, the Christian life for Unamuno is a life
which cannot be described in terms other than "agony ..

It

Christianity is not concerned with culture or civilization but with eternal struggle.

And yet, since Christi-

anity cannot live without civilization and
duty lies in perpetual a.gony.

~llture,

its

So it is for the Christian

living in Christian civilization.

And Christianity as

well as the civilization which we call Graeeo-Roman and
Western lives by virtue of this agony:
would mean the death of the other.

69

~.,

p. 24.
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the death of one

"If Christian faith--

that despairing and agonic faith--were to die, our civilization would also die, and if our civilization dies so
does Christian faith.
to

live in agony."

70

~.,

And thus it is that we are destined

70

pp. 86-87.
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Chapter VI
Conclusion and Summary
Unaauno said that he had carried civil war within his
soul all his life, he said that he was cont1naully torn by
uncertainties, he complained that his whole being had been
in revolt against the limitations of his l1fe--tbe l1m1tat10ns of his understanding.

He considered h1. .elf a

rebel against 'his extremities and hi_elf, his extremities
were in mutual 1nsurrection against eac:b other.
kicke4 against his heatH

Bis heart

'1'h18 Basque, this aan called

.Miguel de tJnarauno, who was in a continuous struggle with
hi. . .lf, died not wanting to die.

Se wanted to live on

in himself, in a world of "fl.sh and bone, II but was help-

le8s when death finally did co...

And hi. whole attitude

toward life was characterized by What he himself called an
"agonic struggle."
Unamuno took hi. "agonic struggle- into the field of
religion where he felt .,re at boa. bec.ause of hi. background and teJlP8razaent.

It was in religion, or rather, in
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'I

I

the atmosphere of religion and its language that he wished

to develop this "agonic struggle."
to rest his weary soul.

St. Paul for

SOll8

He

wanted in

SOlIe

way

Unuwno looked to the teaching of

an8'W8r to his inquiring spirit.

And yet,

the passion in Unaauno refu.ed to acJcnowledqe what his
head was telling hila concerning this religion which he

attributed to St. ,aul.

St. Paul was offering Una.uno a

real solution to his polemic.

St. Paul proposed a "total

coaa1tment" to the living,. resurrected Christ of the
Gospels.

VrUUBuno could not tear himself froa hilDelf to

ma.lte this total giving of s.lf to another-and yet, even

though he refus.d to accept the solution offered by St •
• aul,. he continued to use the idea. of St. Paul and even
his language, to explain his "agonic struggle" for life.
Further, UnaJlWlO refused the total theology of St. Paul because he could see that this very theology had another
advocate, the Catholic Church--and UnUl'WlO was lauch too
individualistic to accept the teachings of "one" Church.
And so, it was not his reason that lead Unuwno to reject

-

Catholic dogma but rather his heart that caused him to
reject it.

Indeed, his bead was kicking against his

A.lJIost in parallel c:olwms we have placed the ideas
of Miguel de UDaJIWlO and those of St. Paul as regards
specific topics.

We ha'Y8 never in this study said that

Vnaauno believed a. St. »aul believed.

We have noted

that Unamuno .....d to know the mind of St. Paul DlU.ch
better than wa. formerly thought.

By giving parallel

p . . .age. in at. Paul we ha'Y8 att8llpted to show that Unamuno
did indeed understand what at. »aul was in effect .aying,
and which id.a. have only recently come to the fore in

the liqht of lIIOdern Scripture .twUe••
We have shown that Unaauno i. today gaining a wide
audience both in Spain and outsida of Spain.

Indeed,

Unaauno is one of the few Spanish intellectuals that haa

been read, A-read, and evaluated outside of Spain in
lIIOdern times.
Un&ll\UllO is a man that 1«)uld not, and even today can-

not be classified.

Nei ther as a political figure can he
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I

I

be placed into a "party t" or even as a literary man are
we

able to categorize him.

As

far as his religious views

go, we cannot pin a tag on him either.

His religion was

to do the things Unamuno wanted to do--he wanted to plant

a seed, be it of discord or tranquility and then see it
'blossom.
with men.

He

wanted to unite men with nations and nations

He

wanted--he simply wanted "to do."

And so,

a struggle that was unending ••• his religion was one that
promised a "struggle for immortality" and not the immOrtality itself because that immOrtality was not real!
St. Paul was, for Unamuno, the first great mystiC,
the first Christian in the proper sense of the word (in
the proper sense of Unamuno, of course'.

St. Paul was

the founder of Christianity as Unamuno saw it.
It was necessary to include a short biography so that
the reader might be IIIOre adequately prepared to meet this
polemical and struggling man called Miguel de Unamuno.
This man. for such he wanted to be called, simply Ita man
of flesh and bone," was truly a man of his times.

In the

very life of Unamuno one is able to see many signs of the
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p

:1

1I'Iil

total

polell1c~

very living.

, III

a polemic that was to becOJae a part of his
If Unaauno define.

aan~

I

and thus billSelf as

one "who struggle. for immortality," then one is justified
ln call1ng hls whole life one of total polell1c.

And bls

"Basqueness" was itself a stepplng stone to thls type of
llving and wrltlngl

hls contradlctions and constant

blckerlngs may be seen in early manhood at llacb:ld.

tis

years at Salamanca l1l::t.turecl his outspoken thought so that
he did not find lt dlfflcult to speak out vehemently

agalnst the poll tical leaders of hls day.

Unamuno lost

his chi14bood fa! th ln the Cathollc Church, sincerely
attempted to regain 1 t but could not.
UnUlUno bec_ a celebrity and was heard around the
world through the medium of the press.

He consldered his

exile from Spain as one of the great events in bis life.
and indeed, one of the great events in
Spain.

the hiStory of

Froa exile he continued to write war against the

poli tical machine that exiled him..

Be wrote more books

and then retume4 finally again to Spain.

Be was given

a hero' s welcome on his return to Spain and was elected
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to a government position.

His outspoken views agaJ.n got

him into trouble with the government and he retired to
his hoae in Saluumce to watch the civil war slDOlder into
fire.

UnilUaWlO died at the age of 72 having wished to live

to be 90.
In Chapter II we have tried to place ourselves in
the historical milieu in Which Unaauno was born that we
may IDOre adequately understand his critical position and
his ideas concerning St. Paul.

Unaauno's objective cul-

ture has orientated him to a way of thinking to Which he
gave 1n and bec_ v:l.cti..

A III.Oral fall as regards his

childhood faith 1s the only way which history can judge
his falling fro.

this faith into radical dO!lbt.

History

may do him an injustice in this regard but it can only
judge frOID the writings he has left us and these seem to
point to a loss of fa1th through negligent understanding.
As a result, contradiction and constant "agonic struggle"

beCOll8 his nora of life.
gaud and Carlyle.

UnUlUDO

re-4iscovered l(ierke-

He re-read Mazzini, Jtant, and Begel.

Bis interest in R1tschl, Harnack, 'freelsch, alongside
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Ignatius of Loyola and Francisco de Osuna., became colBllOnplace with '1:l1a.

St. 'fheresa of Avila and St. Jolm of the

Cross are also UlOftg his favorite authors.
the Epistles of at. Paul with .uch joy.

And he read

Be associated

hiaself with the group of intellectuals who, following

the Romantic

~ulse#

revolted against reason in the name

of life, Nietache, Bergson, the irrationalists. pragaatists, and Vitalists.
Unuauno looked about hta and observed the position
of the Catholic and Protestant intellectuals of his day.
lie did not 11ke what he saw.

ae lashed out, consequently,

against the. with a vehemence and bitterness wbtch only
Vnaauno could convey.

Be became resentful about anything

that 81I&cked of doglIa and even 1:laOu9h he h1aaelf had previously been -Buropeanized,· he turned violently and
ruthlessly against everything in Buropean tradition-dogmatis. being one of the typical Buropean traits according to hi••

Vnaauno raade a new religion out of -quixOtis." and
preached a crusade to bring back the knighthood of La
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Mancha.

In this way he proposed to redeem the European

soul from its bondaqe.

His approach was positive in this

reqard and he gave practical norms how this transformation should be brought about.
Taking an overall view of Unamuno's two IIUljor works,
Del sent1miento trigico de la vida en los hodbrea y en 10$
pueblos, and La aqonta del cristianis1llO, we have seen that
althouqh the term

Nco~rate

personality" probably never

occurred to Unamuno, nevertheless, his writings in these
two works indicated a pattern similar to the Semitic

totality-thinking of St. Paul.

OUr contention is, that

Unamuno, because of his superior understanding of the
classics and especially Greek (he was professor of Greek
at Salamanca) was able to understand well the mind of St.
Paul--thouqh he did not believe as St. Paul believed.
A careful study of St. Paul and his totali ty-thinkinq
is then considered.

And in almost parallel columns we

have been able to see the development of Pauline thought
as seen in some iaportant passaqes in Unaauno--aqain, we
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repeat, that Unamuno did not believe what St. Paul was
saying, he simply knew What in fact St. Paul was saying.
And the overall plan of Unamuno' s Agonia de~ cristianismo
seems to us to fit into the general pattern of this type
of thinking.
The awareness of the essential role of the Resurrection in the theology of st. Paul was a factor Which
Vnamuno greatly appreciated.

.Many years before modern

scripture studies were pressing this important point,
Unamuno had already .. re-discovered" it and was boldly
proclaiming itl

he

tells us that it is a tragic fate

without a doubt to have

to

base the affirmation of iramor-

tality upon the insecure and slippery foundation of the
desire for immortality, but to condemn this desire on the
ground that we believe it to have been proved to be unattainable, without undertaking the proof, is merely
supine.

He g3es on to ask the question typical of Unarauno

"I am dreaming ••• ?
Do

Let me dream, if this dream is my life.

not awaken me from it.

I

beli~lve
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in the immortal origin

of thi. yearn1ng for 181Orta11ty, wh1ch 1a the very
aubstance of ray soul.·

71

unaamo proceeds to tell us 1n the s _ chapter of
h1. Trag.j.c S!p.! of 14fe, that. 1t. 1s related 1n the Book
of the Acts of the Apo8t1e. how wherever St. Paul went,
the

Jewe, JMWtt4

him.

with envy, were stirred up to pers.cute

'they stoned hi. 1n IconJ.ua and Lyatra, cit1e. of

Lycaonia, in spite of the wonders that he 1IIIOrlte4 therein,
they se 0>.11'9" him in Philippi of Macedonia and persecuted

his bret.hem 1n t.rhe.salcm1ca and Berea.

Be arrived at

Athens, boWIIver, the nob1. city of the intellectuals, over
Which brooded the subli_ .piri t of Plato--the Plato of

the glor1ou.n••8 of the risk of immortality, and there
St. Paul dispu.t.ed w.t.th the Bpic:ureans and Stoics.
8OIR8

said of

An4

ha, -What dot.h this babbler (

and others, ... s.eath to be a setter forth of

_ _?

strange g048,·

72

~

they took h1m and brought hi. unto

71

!£!SIic Sena. of Li(9., pp. 47-48.

72Ac\., 17, 18).
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)

Areopagus, sayinq, may we know what this new doctrine,
whereof thou speakest, is?

for thou bring_st certain

strange things to our ears, we would know therefore,
What these things mean."

73

And then follows that wonder-

ful characterization of those Athenians of the decadence,
those dainty connoisseurs of the curious, "for all the
Athenians and strangers which were there spent their time
in nothing else, but either to tell or to hear so.. new
thing."74

A wonderful stroke Which depicts for us the

condition of the mind of those who had learned frOta. the
Odyssey that the gods plot and achieve the destruction of
mortals in order that their posterity may have something
to narrate!
Here St. Paul stands, then, before the subtle Athenians;
_n of culture, who are ready to welcome and examine every
new doctrine, Who neither stone nor scourge nor put him in
prison--here he stands where liberty of conscience is respected and every opinion is qiven attentive hearing.

73 Acts, 17, 19-20.

-

74

~.,

17,21.
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And

he raises his voice in the midst of the Areopogies and
speaks to them as it was fitting to speak to the cultured
of Athens, and all listen to him, agog to hear the latest
novelty.

But when he begins to speak to them of the reS-

urrection of the dead, their stock of patience and toler&nce comes to an end, and some mock hiDl and others sayl
MWe will hear thee again of this matter!M intending not to
hear him.

And a like thing happened to hi. at Caesarea

when be came before the R.oman praetor Pelix.

But when he

spoke of the judgment to co_, Felix sa1d, terrified
(

) I

MOo thy way for this time, when I

have convenient season I will call thee."

75

And his

audience before King Agrippa, when Festus the governor
heard hi- speak of the resurrection of the dead, he exclaimed I
thse

__ A
..u.

"Thou art mad, Paul, much learning hath made
"76

And thus UnaDlW10 lays the groundwork for his yearning

for immorta11ty.

he tells us plainly afterwards.

75 Ib1d ., 24, 22-25.
76D1Q., 26, 24.
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Whatever of truth there may be
(may have been) in Paul's discourse in the Areopagus, and
even if there were none, it is
certain that this admirable account plainly shows how far Attic
tolerance goes and where patience
of the intellectual ends. They
all listen to you calm1y and
smilingly, and at times they encourage you sayingl "That's
strange~" or, "he has brains~"
or, "pity that a thing so beautiful should not be true!" or,
-this makes one th1nk!"--But as
soon as you speak to them of resurrection and life after death, they
lose their patience and cut short
your remarks and exclaim, "enough
of this ~ We will talk about this
another day~" And it is about this,
my poor Athenians, my intolerant
intellectuals, it is about this
that I am. now going to talk to you
here. 77
We can see from the above quotation that Unamuno was
of the _ntality of St. Paul in his exalted exposition of
the resurrection and the after life.

Unamuno never defined

what he _ant by the after life, as indeed St. Paul never
defined it.

UnUlW1o' s only concern was

?7Tragic Sense of life, pp. 49-50.
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~.at

he as a man

might achieve in this life Which would give hi. assurance
of another life--he wanted desperately to live on in

Unamuno was so convinced of the central teaching of
the resurrection in St. Paul that he was able to cry out,
• and it was around this 40CJ11B. inwardly experienced by

Paul, the dogma of the resurrection and t.mortality of
each believer, that the WbOle of Christology vas built
up. • 78

And UnaJauno would 90 no further but 'WOuld co_nt

that this God-man, this Incarnate Word, eaae in order that
IUD,

according to his 1804e, aight be _de God--that is,

immortal.

And Unamuno also said that this Christian God,

the rather of Christ. a God necessarily anthropolllOrphic,
is He Who, as the Catechism of Christian Doctrine which
he was lI&4e to learn by heart at school says, created the

world for aan, for each aan.

And

80

the end of redeaption

according to UnaaunO, and in spite of appearances due to
an ethical deflection of a dogma properly religious, was

78 Did., p. 63.
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to save us from death rather than from sin. or frosa sin
in so far as 8in implies death.

79

And so Unaauno can

conclude by saying that Chrlst died, or rather rose again
for., for each one of us.

And thus a certain solidul ty

was e.tabli.hed bet.en God and His creature--so llke St.
Paul would have said it:
The role of present day scripture studies on this
concept of Paullne thought cannot be overstated.

Ununmo

realized what St. Paul was saying--and yet, he could not
apply what he knew to hls own. llfe and consequently to
the 11ving of the men of his own. tlme.

perhaps that is,

and will remaln the difference between Miguel de Unamuno
and modern Catbolic and Protestant Scripture commentators.

Unaauno had keen Insights into tbe IIl1n4 of St. Paul but
cou14 not. make 1 t concrete for hi. .elf or his readers.
It was hi. Individualis. again Which hindered his response.

UDamuno faile4 to appreciate the other side of

7'ef. Chapter IV, ~., "The Essence of Catholici. .,"
esp. pp. 63-64.
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the coln ln St. Paul, the "colRlllUnlty" aspect or IIOre
properly speaking, the

II

COlBllnal

aspect of the Mystical

Body of Christ".
We have not trled to force any of the quotations
appearlng in thls work.
quote out of context.

We have likewise trled not to
But the fact remains, that in

quotlng the man, Miguel de Unamuno, one is never fully
satisfied with that quotation as evidence.

And that is

precisely what the man wanted us to do-he wanted his
readers to reflect on What he had said and make application themselves.

8e wanted to make other men think for

themselves even when reading others.
Unamuno contradicts b1lIself as lINch as four tlmes
in a single page.

H18 Whole life was a

contradiction~

His works are fruits of his life--they are fruits of his
living his own life of contradiction.

And so, ..... feel

that the quotations in this study achieve their purposethe purpose of unamuno himself--to plant a seed where
others may reap for thellae1vas 1
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APPBNDIX
The following poem was f1rst read to
graduate students at Loyola Un1vera1 ty aa part of a aell1nar paper on
'Generat10n 1898.' The subject of
the paper was MlU.guel de Unaauno·.

This poem was recently pub1 1 shed in
Cadence the Loyola Univers1 ty, Chicago, magaz1ne of poetry.
MIGUEL DE UNAMUIfO
september~

pains grow acute 1n Bilbao
w1 th the sturdy Basque wrapped
in the de11cate folds of a Child.
Be comes of aqe
probing even the myst1cs to become
goa4 to the conscience of h1s fellows
and disturb the place of n19htful watch.
Paradox1cal always~
That 1s wby I can cU.sturb the quality life
1n a nation smolder1nq to Ganivet
and from my chair at salamanca,
already do I see
Abu11a~

malting knots of my people so that
I had to beat my life away
tearing theirs to shreds of clay
aa wandering tides to shores of bay.
No longer does my Spain empire possess
except in pride wbere we will build
the nation 0 f the race that swallows
pride
effects of l898~

It was then I began the war against my God
when my nation went to dream
and would not die to resurrect again
nor sought to tilt the tide of man.
Spain hurts me terribly
and I cannot stand my Christian solitude
am afraid of the authorities
of this life and of the next
that is why to struggle i8 my lot in life.
Plesh
a nostalgic longing for the life
that lies at the bottom of my lake
built by San Manuel" Good Martyr
the city submerged
Where bells are yet to toll
a farewell that I cannot, will not
see in the depths of my unceasing activity.
To Dol To Do!

Peace in the war and Spain is tied
unto the soul of spaJ.n herself
Obscurant theocracy!
Dogma is dead-let it be
tor you and me my spain
TBB TRAGIC SBNSK 01' Lin IN MIlK AND NATIONS
The solution we will find in Spain with
Quijote and Sancho who live with us today.
And yet ~ I die like mortal man-I do not want to die
I want to think my thoughts away
Because I've lived without my Christ.
0

Albert M. Gallegos, 0 •••••
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